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1

Freshmen. Sophomores. Juniors. Seniors. 
Long ago, the class of 2021 progressed 

through high school normally. Then, every-
thing changed when the coronavirus at-
tacked. Only a vaccine could stop the pan-
demic, but it took time to develop, so we 
spent our last year of high school online. 
 A year has passed since we’ve been in 
quarantine. We may not have had to topple 
a tyrant like Aang, Katara, Toph, Sokka and 
Zuko did, but we had our fair share of trials, 
from Zoom school to cancellations of our 
favorite activities. But we, like the Gaang, 
learned to improvise. We adapted events 
and our lives to an online world and pow-
ered through our final year of high school. 
We also held on to our friends and family, 
isolation showing us the importance of lean-
ing on one another. 
 As Uncle Iroh said, “Sometimes life is like 
this tunnel. You can’t always see the light at 
the end of the tunnel, but if you keep mov-
ing, you will come to a better place.” We 
kept moving and here we are. As senior year 
comes to an end, we are now battle-hard-
ened, ready to overcome the challenges life 
throws at us, in college and beyond.
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ON THE J-ROOM: “My second home.” – Kaitlyn Tsai44

And inner strength we’ve found. Class of 2021, we’ve been through more than anyone 
could have imagined, yet here we are, ready to tackle the next conquests of our lives.

As ama21ng freshmen, we readily asserted our presence as one of the largest classes on 
campus, braving our first Homecoming performances, screaming at rallies until the gym 
pulsed with our yells and breaking gender roles in sports like football and wrestling.

Sophomore year 21pped by as we continually sought ways to push our limits. We started 
new clubs, performed at the Midwest Clinic and became adept coders and DBQ-writers as we 
tackled some of our first AP courses.

This trend only continued as we juggled a ga21llion tasks in junior year, from cramming a 
unit’s worth of AP Chem homework in one week to setting records in varsity sports.  And

THAT IS THE MEANINGTHAT IS THE MEANING

“IN THE DARKEST TIMES,“IN THE DARKEST TIMES, HOPEHOPE
IS SOMETHING YOU G

IV
E Y

OURSELF.

IS SOMETHING YOU G

IV
E Y

OURSELF.

Anya Jobalia, Isabelle Lee, Shannon 
Ji and Deniz Akunal strike a pose 
during the all-girls junior quad day 
performance on Sept. 26, 2019.
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ON 75-MINUTE CLASSES: “Still 75 minutes too long.” – Rohan Kumar 55

when the pandemic hit, we prepared for digital AP exams and the uncertainties lying ahead.
Finally, senior year arrived – online – and replacing our disappointment with resiliency, 

we made the most out of everything we could. Bla21ng our paths through unprecedented 
circumstances, we guided underclassmen through club meetings on Zoom, preserved school 
spirit through virtual activities and advocated for racial justice, all while pushing through 
raging wildfires, a tense political landscape and an ongoing pandemic.

As Uncle Iroh said, “Good times become good memories, but bad times become good 
lessons.” We’ve had plenty of both. And as we perch on the edge of the next chapters of our 
lives, we’ll look back on everything we’ve conquered and remember that we are unstoppable.

–Uncle Iroh–Uncle Iroh
THAT IS THE MEANINGTHAT IS THE MEANING OFOF  INNER STRENGTHINNER STRENGTH  .”.”

— Kaitlyn Tsai

“IN THE DARKEST TIMES,“IN THE DARKEST TIMES, HOPEHOPE
IS SOMETHING YOU G

IV
E Y

OURSELF.

IS SOMETHING YOU G

IV
E Y

OURSELF.

TALISMAN // SELINA CHEN
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ON LUNCHES: “Extend lunch or face seniors in accidents or with tickets.” – Anthony Qin6
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Dear Class of 2021, 

From our first win at our rally freshman 
year to now remote learning, our class has 
been through it all. It has been an honor for 
you all to trust me and my leadership team in 
organizing school spirit activities, including 
those iconic boba fundraisers, powderpuff, 
homecoming quad day, and prom. I’ve 
watched my classmates grow into intelligent 
individuals, my teachers become valuable 
mentors, and my friends turn into amazing 
people that will do great things in the future. 
Thank you all so much for making these four 
years of high school so memorable, and I can’t 
wait to see what the future holds for us all. 

Your senior class president,

Lauren Tan

FALCON // ALAN ZU

JUNIORSOPHOMOREFRESHMAN
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ON AP STATS: “The four step process is medieval torture.” – Dylan Overby 7

SOPHOMORE YEAR

Irika Katiyar, Irith Katiyar

JUNIOR YEAR

Mithil Chakraborty earns top prize at Saratoga Idol.
Albert Jing golfs at the 
Saratoga Country Club.

Lauren Tan and Niyanth 
Rao walk together at the 
Homecoming football game.

Irika and Irith Katiyar dance in Bombay in the Bay 2019.
Josephine Chou and Michelle Wu pose 

for the annual Benefit Fashion Show.

Nathan Oh shoots in a varsity 
game against Lynbrook.

Alex Dicheva dances with the color guard in 
the Quad Day Homecoming performance.

The saxophone quartet performs 
for the 2019 marching band show.

FRESHMAN YEAR
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ON SLEEPING REGULARLY: “Discretionary.” – Vincent Lu8

FACULTY FAREWELLS

The last year and a half was one of most 
disruptive times in recent history and you had 
to confront it during years when you were 
supposed to make the most notable memo-
ries in high school.When I sit and remember 
what “normal” teaching used to be, I often 
think of your class and appreciate the fun we 
had. I miss your confidence when walking 
into my classroom late even if it meant that 
you became the center of my attention for 
an uncomfortable length of time. I appreci-

ate how you made me laugh when I caught 
one of you playing a game on your phone 
which revealed to me how bad you actually 
were at the game. Surprisingly, I even miss 
finding very ugly drawings on my boards 
made by an otherwise very talented young 
student. You gave me the honor to know you 
when you shared about yourselves during 
one of our side chats. So I want to say thank 
you for all the laughter and fun we had. You 
made a lasting impression on me.

So know that you made a lasting impres-
sion on me and on many of your family, 

friends and acquaintances. 
Know that you are valu-
able to many. Others are 
also as valuable. 

When you hold onto 
this, it becomes easier to 
make good and hard deci-
sions. You will always be 
valued by me and those at 
SHS. Go out there and show the world that 
they are too! Go falcons!

Janny Cahatol

Seniors,

Class of 2021,
When you started high school four years 

ago, no one expected you would spend more 
than a third of the time contending with the 
challenges associated with a pandemic!  Parts 
of your Junior year and almost all of your Se-
nior year included classes from home and 
cancelled opportunities that are frequently 
associated with high school memories.  But, 
the Class of 2021 is resilient and creative.  Mu-
sic concerts and performances, speech and 
robotics competitions, the Spring Musical 
and a variety of other things were convert-
ed to virtual or pre-recorded masterpieces!  
Club meetings were on Google Meet or 
Zoom.  The Fall Play became a Film Festival, 
Bombay in the Bay moved from live perfor-
mances in the McAfee to a fantastic movie 
that was shared during a drive-in experience.  

The Benefit Fashion Show transformed from 
the catwalk in the gym to a full color Fashion 
magazine.  

Members of the Class of 2021 helped us 
lunch the Falcon Family Peer Tutoring Pro-
gram, sustain student mental health and 
wellness despite not being on campus to-
gether, and support our Freshmen when 
we did begin to return to school.  Advocacy 
against racism, sexual harassment and as-
sault, and bullying were led by our Seniors 
and with their help and perspective, Ethnic 
Studies is offered to our Freshmen next year, 
the Distict’s Climate and Culture committee 
came together, and our Anti-Racism Task 
Force contributed to an analysis of our cur-
riculum, practices, and policies.  

Congratulations on your achievements 
and success.  You are an ambitious group 
of young adults with intentions to create a 

more equitable and empa-
thetic world.  You recog-
nize how we need to lift 
each other up rather than 
tear each other down.  
You witnessed traumatic 
events that scarred our so-
ciety and understand and 
embrace the responsibility 
of serving as a model for others.

Though we only spent about seven 
months together on the Saratoga High 
School campus your advocacy, intellect, re-
sourcefulness, and ingenuity are trademarks 
that define the Class of 2021.  I have been 
proud to be your Principal. 

Congratulations Class of 2021!  I look for-
ward to hearing about your future success.

Greg Louie

An honest congratulations to the gradu-
ating class of the 2020/2021-perpetual-storm 
that was the pandemic year,

 Put this one in the books, pick your head 
up, and head outside. The world is out there, 
beyond Saratoga, and for some of you, it’s 
calling. “My strength lies in my tenacity” – 
that’s the quote I chose twenty years ago, 
and it’s even more relevant today. You’ll 
learn this – life in Saratoga is easy. I know 
school wasn’t, I know you worked hard, but 
just you wait. They’re not joking when they 
say the world is out to get you. It is and it’s 
tough. You’re tougher. This is where the te-
nacity will kick in.

There’s a difference between persistent, 
and pushy, and push-over; only one is good.

I honestly don’t know how or why this 
happened, but before my senior year, I found 

confidence. It’s a game-changer. Don’t get 
me wrong, narcissism is bad, but confidence 
is good. It tricks you into taking risks: for bet-
ter, well done, you’ll have more confidence 
and accomplishments; for worse, shake it 
off, try again, maybe reevaluate the attack 
plan. All these leaps of faith lead to some 
kind of education. 

Be bold and take the risks, just be aware 
of the consequences and live up to them 
when the time comes. Confidence does not 
mean winning; it just means having the guts 
to try. 

Baz Lurhmann said advice is a form of 
nostalgia, and it is, but I’ve also learned how 
experience is the greatest teacher out there. 
You’re going to get a lot of advice and les-
sons, sit-downs and talkings-to; that’s just 
the way it is, and there are some good les-
sons to heed, but it’s your life. Be discerning, 
take responsibility, and make “it” happen. 

Only you know what “it” is 
– that conscience-like voice 
directing you to chase your 
dreams, but listen, be hon-
est with yourself, and fol-
low it. 

One day, not now, but 
someday, you’re going to 
have to muster up the con-
fidence to make a decision regarding the di-
rection of your life. You’ve got the education 
to weigh the pros and cons, you’ve got the 
words of others to help guide you, but ulti-
mately the decision will be yours. When that 
time comes, take the risk, be tenacious, and 
bring the thunder. If you fail, and you should 
if you’re doing it right, go back to that tenac-
ity quote.

For the final time, I’ll see ya later, PEACE! 

Erick Rector

Seniors,
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ON THE SAT: “The bane of my existence.” – Ritika Garg 9

Congratulations on being the only 
graduating class in Saratoga High School 
history to receive your diploma having 
only been on campus for a little more than 
five semesters.

It seems hard to believe that it has 
been four years since many of you sat ner-
vously in my Biology class on your first or 
second day of high school, and now you 
are getting ready to leave.

I am aware that many of your teachers 
are not giving you a final, but just in case, I 
wanted to make a “Test Review Handout” 
which many of you swore you couldn’t live 
without before a test in Biology. 

These are the four major concepts that 
were covered in the past year. Below each 
concept are the details or examples 
with which you should be familiar.

Concept 1:  Often the things 
you learn in school aren’t 
always immediately appli-
cable, but you never know 
when it might be impor-
tant.

Way back then, when 
some of you became weary of 
the school year, but comfortable 
with my encouragement to ques-
tion authority, you asked in a cranky 
tone, “When will we ever have to use 
this?”

Who knew three years after learning 
how proteins are translated from mRNA, 
that this very process would be the key to 
your “shot” at a graduation ceremony?

• When you groaned about having to 
understand how density-dependent 
factors limit a population’s growth, 
who could have guessed that that 
exact idea would soon be rebranded 
as “sheltering in place” and “social 
distancing”?

• After learning about the S-shaped 
logistic growth curve that results 

from a population hitting its carrying 
capacity, which one of us could have 
known we’d be referring to that as 
“flattening the curve” that would 
allow hospitals to have the space to 
care for everyone?

• And as we waited month after 
month for a vaccine to be approved, 
who didn’t find it hard to imagine 
that the very first “clinical trial” 
for the very first vaccine in history 
consisted of a doctor intentionally 
infecting a farm boy with deadly 
small pox, without ever getting his 
informed consent?

Concept 2: Being stuck at home, with 
more time to watch the world, the lessons 
we learned weren’t new, but they were 
powerful. These included:

• The world has lots of good peo-
ple who do good things, but, un-
fortunately, the bad people get 
the headlines.

• The government you 
learned about this year has 
lasted almost 250 years, but 
it must be continually re-
fined and defended if it is to 
truly represent us all.

• When lightning strikes in your 
own backyard and sets the 
rain-deprived hills aflame, 
climate change becomes un-
deniable, no matter what the 
old folks are telling you.

• Black Lives Matter and Asian Hate 
will end when we finally listen to 
each other’s stories with hearts that 
are open and minds that are focused 
on finding concrete solutions.

Concept 3: The pandemic may have 
caused you to miss a class or two, but 
many other lessons were learned in 
“Zoom School.”

• When making a point or suggesting 
an idea, and nobody seems to hear 
you, always check to see if you are 

muted.
• Look up. Lots of 

good information 
can be found on 
a screen, but you 
will miss so much 
of the world if 
you keep looking 
down.

• Nothing’s guaranteed. In life, you 
may have high speed internet, mul-
tiple monitors, HD webcams and a 
carefully devised plan for the day, 
but the electricity may still shut off 
- remain flexible.

• Making eye contact with people 
builds connection. Show up in your 
life with your camera on, otherwise 
it’s just a phone call.

Concept 4: When the world around 
abruptly came to a halt, it was never 
more important to take care of yourself 
and your family.

• In difficult times, it is more than OK 
for “Good Enough” to be your new 
“Perfect.”

• Nothing can take the place of a hug, 
but sometimes the best way we can 
care for one another is by giving 
them space.

• The people you love the most are 
the very people who can make you 
the craziest.

• You will never know all of the people 
who have your back until you are 
brave enough to stop, turn around 
and ask them for help. 

I was there to greet you on your first 
days as a Falcon, and I am both honored 
and excited to celebrate with you, in per-
son, on your last days here at SHS. 

My hope is that everything you have 
learned in the 716 days in between will 
serve to guide you and inform you, what-
ever life throws your way.

I am so very proud.

�� Kellyann Nicholson

Class of 2021,

You’ve been through the ringer and 
I’m so proud of what you’ve been able to 
accomplish over the past 4 years. Many 
of you have been through my classroom 
at least once either in Precalc H, Calc AB, 
Calc Reg, or AP Statistics and you feel like 
family. 

While you may have missed some of 

the traditional high school experi-
ences, your resilience and creativ-
ity in getting through this past 
year is commendable. Don’t think 
of all the things that you missed, 
but rather relish in the lifelong 
skills you have learned about life. 

Being flexible and willing to 
tackle new challenges make you 
stronger than ever as you go forth into the 
next chapter in your lives. 

Remember to take care of 
you and give yourself permission 
to “take a selfish” from time to 
time. I hope that you will keep in 
touch and share all the wonder-
ful things that you are doing after 
you leave SHS. You all hold a spe-
cial place in my heart and I wish 
you well.  

Jennifer Mantle

Class of 2021,
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10 ON THINGS TO DO IN SARATOGA: “Go to Cupertino.” – Lukas Peng

MASK MANIA
The ultimate personality test

SURGICAL MASK HANDMADE MASK
• Honestly probably the smartest out of your 

friends

• Their mom gets them for free at the hospital she 
works at 

• Not burdened by the pressures of *high* fashion 
(let’s be real though, those people always look 
good <3)

• The one in your friend group who dresses 
up for every holiday 

• Remembers everybody’s birthday, and will 
bake you a cake to celebrate 

• Too nice to not wear it (even though it has 
gaps, like, everywhere)

• Compulsive need to have matching 
clothing 

• Probably owns about 10 pairs of 
novelty socks 

• The one who always gets stuck 
washing the dishes at home 

• Knows the difference 
between a caballerial flip and 
540 flip

• Always out “sick” when 
there’s good snow in Tahoe  

• Probably decent at navigation

— Marisa Kinglsey

• Never actually goes in the 
pool when swimming 

• High pain tolerance 

• Wants to align themselves 
with the local goose 
population 

COMMERCIAL CLOTH MASK NECK GAITERN95
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ON TRACK MEETS: “I have nothing to lose and nothing to gain.” – Allison Hartley 11

STUDENT FAREWELLS MASK MANIA

When we walked onto the court, field, 
pool deck and track as lanky freshmen, we 
were focused on getting through the first 
day of tryouts. 

Looking up at the taller, faster seniors, 
we couldn’t fathom that we, too, would 
grow stronger, more skilled and impor-
tantly, more mature under your caring 
guidance.

Track coach Archie Ljepava endowed 
us with silly nicknames that we wore as 
badges of honor, we endured games and 
races we’d rather forget and we bonded 
with teammates over jokes muttered dur-
ing warm-ups and groans elicited by plenty 
of liners. 

But more important than lay-up drills 
or tips on achieving perfect form, we 
learned how to handle ourselves in high 
pressure situations. 

Coaches like Mike Davey (softball),  
Danny Wallace (girls’ basketball), Tim 
Lugo (football) and Patrick Judge (known 
as PJ to his boys’ basketball team) mod-
eled leadership in the most competitive 
end-of-game situations, and the fortitude 
you built in us is a lasting trait we hope to 
take with us.

Thank you for patiently shaping us into 
good teammates, leaders and people. Re-
calling our rambunctious freshman selves, 
we know it was no small feat. 

Yet each practice inspired new cour-
age to take on challenges in the classroom 
and beyond because, heck, they couldn’t 
be harder than sprinting coach Rick Ellis’s 
pyramid workout.

It’s true, we might have been — or 
still are — a little scared of you, but dur-
ing car rides talking about difficult classes, 
relationships and injuries, we admit you of-
fered sound advice. 

We even wish we took it. 
We discovered a helpless Coach Archie 

would try anything to stop our tears, but 
also that he would join us in our proudest 
moments. 

And even in a global pandemic, Coach 
PJ’s dedication to team unity kept the 
boys in shape, reporting to the group chat. 

Tennis coach Yuko Aoki would appear 
on our Zoom screens, faithfully executing 
the infamous senior P.E. experience with 
the same, reliable powerhouse voice.

Coaches who doubled as teachers 
became mentors, too, pushing us to our 
limits in the water and in APES and bring-
ing jokes and nicknames from the court 
into the classroom, bewildering our class-
mates. 

We will remember the late water polo 
coach Jerome Chung, who died unexpect-
edly at age 37 this past spring, for his wit 
and dedication to helping his players grow 
up and persevere through grueling sea-
sons.

Coaches helped us bond with one an-
other, not just because misery loves com-

pany, but because you encouraged us 
to be honest with one another, help 
each other and pick our teammates up 
when they were down. 

Following your example, we became 
better athletes, friends and students.

So while you may say that the bricks 
on our feet in the last 100 meters of the 
race are in our heads, you’ll grant that the 
pangs in our hearts are real, knowing it’s 
our last season with your level-headed 
guidance.

— Allison Hartley

Although at first we were unsure of 
how our high school life would change be-
cause we were getting a new principal at 
the beginning of junior year, we had noth-
ing to worry about. 

We knew you were cool when, in your 
first year as principal, you let students in a 
homecoming skit make a joke about how 
you looked like Wreck-it-Ralph. 

And as soon as you walked on campus, 
you welcomed us with open arms and the 
same phrases that had become an integral 
part of being a Falcon: “It’s great to be a 
Falcon!” and “TOGAther, anything is pos-
sible!” 

You sat in our classrooms and went to 
our football games and school musicals, 
cheering us on even though we had just 
met. As juniors, we were going through 
what was alleged to be the most difficult 
year of high school, what with the stress 
of APs, standardized testing and nearing 
college applications. But through it all, you 
were there to support us. 

And then, last March, the pandemic hit. 
For a year, school has been shut down. 
Many of us have gone through a difficult 
and confusing time as our chemistry labs 
and club meetings all shifted online and 
our favorite traditions, like homecoming 
and prom, were canceled. 

Despite the changes, you helped allevi-

ate our fears and smooth over the transi-
tion. You made videos, worked tirelessly 
with the administrators and teachers to 
plan for online learning and responded to 
student emails with encouragement.

 And at least one thing stayed consis-
tent: the Friday newsletters. They helped 
create a sense of community even when 
we were all so isolated from each other. 

We didn’t have a lot of time together, 
but we are so grateful to have had you as 
our principal. As we leave, and our younger 
friends and siblings replace us on campus, 
we know your dedication and enthusiasm 
will make them proud to be Falcons. 

 — Manasi Garg

COACHES

DEAR PRINCIPAL LOUIE,
The ultimate personality test

— Marisa Kinglsey

NECK GAITER
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ON CAFETERIA COOKIES: “Still haven’t had better ones to this day.” – Shauna Zahabi12

Math might be one of the subjects 
where we’ve learned the most over the 
past four years. From knowing only how 
to factor quadratics to learning how to 
find all the complex roots of polynomials, 
we’ve certainly come a long way. In math, 
we discovered how simple equations could 
form beautiful polar graphs of roses, and 
we learned to apply formulas to real-life 
scenarios. 

You taught us just how interesting num-
bers and shapes could be, and you even 
inspired some of us to pursue career paths 
in math. Math, after all, is the perfect exam-
ple of how new knowledge builds on prior 
knowledge; without your lessons, many of 
us taking math classes in college would be 
completely lost. Year after year, graduates 
say how well prepared they are for the next 
level.

But even for those not moving on to a 
career involving math, you’ve been an in-
valuable piece of our high school years. 
Although we might forget the exact steps 
of solving trigonometric integrals or cal-
culating z-scores in the next few years, no 
matter where our future brings us, we’ll 
remember the most important mathemati-
cal skill of all: how to tackle problems with a 
calm, clear mind. 

Math teachers, you’re some of the best 
we’ve ever had. We’d like to give a special 
shout-out to Ms. Jennifer Mantle, who went 
through so much personally over the past 
four years yet still stayed strong to teach us 
day after day: a tree falling in a storm and 
destroying much of her family’s Boul-
der Creek home and displacing them 
for months, a once-in-century 
fire in the Santa Cruz Moun-
tains later threatening that 
same home (luckily, it survived) 
and the trauma and stress of on-
line teaching, to mention some 

of the most notable. 
Through watching our math teachers, 

we learned not only about matrices and the 
Law of Sines but also what great teachers 
are made of. Thank you for your endless pa-
tience, enthusiasm and passion in guiding 
us through the complex world of numbers.

MATH

— Christine Zhang

             Mrs. Frangieh * Mrs. Ginestet-Araki * Mrs. Hamilton * Ms. Mantle * Ms. Patel * Mrs. Pickett * Mrs. Scola * Mrs. Warmuth * Mr. Shoemaker * Mr. Yim

In our busy lives, we’re constantly wor-
rying about the now and how the now will 
impact the future. Will not working out now 
make me chubby in the future? Will watch-
ing YouTube now ruin my chances of finish-
ing an English project? Will eating a banana 
now make me radioactive? Well, maybe not 
the last one.

But history teachers, for the past four 
years, you have provided us a needed re-
prieve from our focus on the now with im-
portant reflections on both the distant and 
not-so-distant past — from lessons on how 
World War I and II shaped the current glob-
al power landscape to reflections on slavery 
and its legacy in the U.S.

You’ve taught us how, as George San-
tayana put it, those who cannot remember 
the past are condemned to repeat it. To-
gether, we dived into the past to explain 
the present and learn from the painful 
mistakes of history — from the oppres-
sive rule of the British monarchy over its 

colonies to the plethora of factors that al-
lowed for a murderous autocrat like Hitler 
to nearly conquer all of Europe. You helped 
us understand the measures in place to pre-
vent these violations, from our sacred First 
Amendment rights to a system 
of checks and balances that 
prevents any one branch 
from gaining dictato-
rial powers.

Most impor-
tantly, you’ve 
taught us how 
to think critically 
about the infor-
mation we con-
sume, both by 
analyzing the au-
thor’s interests and 
finding multiple per-
spectives. As much as 
we may have complained 
about dreaded DBQ packets, 
you’ve taught us one of the most impor-
tant skills we will ever need — to not take 
everything we hear at face value. Whether 
it be lateral reading or source verification, 

we have learned ways to identify and avoid 
fake news and synthesize our own under-
standing of complex issues from the past, 
present and future.

Through debates on the dropping of 
the atomic bomb, monthly jeopardy 

reviews and historically relevant 
films on D-Day and women’s 

suffrage, you’ve taught us all 
these things and more in 

an entertaining and effec-
tive way. 

Thank you for your 
patience with us as we 
found the maturity to 
discuss difficult politi-
cal topics. Thank you for 

your guidance through 
some of the most difficult 

classes we’ve taken in our 
high school careers (especially 

AP U.S. History). And of course, 
thank you for leaving us with the skills 

we need to write our own histories as we 
venture off to college.

HISTORY

— Rohan Kumar

Mr. Abe * Mr. Betz * Mrs. Chen * Ms. Daly * Mr. Davey * Mr. Dwyer  * Mr. Ellis * Ms. Hesselgrave * Mrs. Morelle * Mr. Sheehy * Mr. Torrens
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ON APUSH: “Really pushed me off a cliff.” – Eunseo Ryu 13

English teachers,

 From teaching us that no, Juliet is not 
asking where Romeo is, to walking us 
through the most ambiguous passages of 
“Beloved,” English teachers, you’ve given 
us arguably the greatest gifts of our high 
school careers. 

You’ve taught us how to read closely, 
scrutinizing every passage, every meta-
phor, every word of the text to understand 
the deeper meanings of even the most 
confusing pieces, even ones like 
e.e. cummings’ “r-p-o-p-h-e-s-
s-a-g-r.” You’ve sharpened our 
writing skills beyond anything 
our freshman selves could 
have imagined, arming us 
with an arsenal of complex 
sentence structures 
and eloquent vocab-
ulary so that surely, 
we can at least 
impress guests at 
cocktail parties 
with words like 
“verisimilitude.” 

But above all, 

you’ve taught us how to think — how to re-
flect on the way war dehumanizes soldiers 
as depicted in “All Quiet on the Western 
Front,” how to analyze John Steinbeck’s 
“The Grapes of Wrath” for its commentary 
on class struggles and the migrant experi-
ence during the Great Depression, how to 
wrestle with the nuances of the ethical 
dilemmas involved issues like affirmative 
action. 

Through everything from novels and 
poems to daily discussions and Socratic 
seminars, you’ve guided us through our 
explorations of the world and helped us 
grapple with some of society’s toughest 
questions. From “Of Mice and Men,” we 

began exploring the various types of 
prejudice that existed in the 1930s and 
plague society today. From “Lord of 

the Flies,” we investigated theo-
ries on morality and the natural 
state of mankind.  From “The 

Great Gatsby,” we grappled 
with our own discomfort 

in understanding how 
upper-class people 

(perhaps even like our-
selves) exacerbate the 
wealth gap. And from 
“The Awakening,” we 

examined hostility toward feminism and 
the role society plays in suicides.

English teachers, you’ve changed us 
from naive, sheltered adolescents to ma-
ture young adults ready to face the com-
plexity of the real world — its ugliness 
and beauty, its cruelty and kindness, its 
brutality and resilience. And ironically, in 
a time when we should be proudly flaunt-
ing all that we’ve learned from you, we can 
find no words to express the breadth and 
depth of our gratitude.

Thank you for helping us tap into the 
power of language and literature, for 
showing us how words can transport 
people into worlds and experiences like 
nothing else can. Thank you for showing 
us how words can bring pain and discom-
fort to their readers and, in so doing, foster 
empathy and openness and inspire change. 
And above all, thank you for giving us the 
keys to unlock the doors in society that no 
one has yet dared to open, to dive head-
first into the questions no one dares to ask 
or answer. Murky as these paths are, we 
know that we can take them one step at a 
time, one word at a time, and come back to 
tell you our stories.

ENGLISH

Four years ago we were starry-eyed 
freshmen. We had no idea how complex 
the world around us really was. We had no 
idea how to collect data, let alone analyze it 
and share it with others. Most importantly, 
we had no idea about even the most prac-
tical concepts, like that lactic acid was the 
culprit for our sore legs after hard work-
outs in P.E., or that the reason our bananas 
turned all brown and nasty after “forget-
ting” to eat them for 15 minutes was that 

oxygen likes to steal electrons.
Four years later, however, we are now 

well-acquainted with the forces of natures 
that drive all aspects of life and the intrica-
cies of the scientific method. Through titra-
tion labs in chemistry, DNA arts and crafts 
in biology and hands-on bicycle wheel dem-
os in physics, we learned concepts that will 
help us beyond high school — and we also 
had a blast doing so.

In biology, we learned that bacteria can 
grow exponentially with unlimited resourc-
es. Soon after, we learned that our brains 
could grow exponentially as well, all thanks 
to the unlimited resources that you pro-

vided us, whether it be thought-provoking 
assignments during class or nurturing sup-
port during tutorials. 

Thank you for your energetic lessons 
and lectures, challenging tests and infinite 
patience as we awkwardly fumbled through 
labs with our nonexistent micropipetting 
skills. Thank you for teaching us how to ap-
proach problems analytically and encourag-
ing us to explore the vast unknowns of the 
universe. And of course, thank you for let-
ting us eat the gummies we used to learn 
about molecular structure.

SCIENCE

— FROM THE CLASS OF 2021

All graphics by MARISA KINGSLEY 

— Kaitlyn Tsai

— Rohan Kumar

Ms. Battey * Mr. Friend * Ms. Keys * Mrs. Head * Ms. Herzman * Mr. Ngyuen * Ms. Thermond * Mr. Tyler * Mr. Rector * Ms. Ritchie * Ms. Ryan * Ms. Wissolik * Ms. Wu

— Christine Zhang

             Mrs. Frangieh * Mrs. Ginestet-Araki * Mrs. Hamilton * Ms. Mantle * Ms. Patel * Mrs. Pickett * Mrs. Scola * Mrs. Warmuth * Mr. Shoemaker * Mr. Yim

Ms. Cahatol * Ms. Cochrum * Mr. Davis * Ms. Garcia * Ms. Lee * Mrs. Lenz * Ms. McCrystal * Ms. Nakamatsu * Ms. Nicholson * Mr. Orre * Ms. Thomson * Mr. Welander

— Rohan Kumar
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ON READING: “Much more enjoyable when it’s not assigned.” – Lukas Peng14

subtle zoom traits

You are sharing your screen (you hope)

Sitting in a breakout room with everyone muted and with their cameras off 

Aang
August 18, 2020 at 10:53 AM 

Not understanding Google Meets

Zuko
May 31, 2021 at 2:32 PM 

Accidentally sending “LOL I have no idea what’s going on” to everyone 
instead of your friend

Sokka
April 14, 2021 at 10:07 AM 

Watching people’s pets make cameo appearances :)

Appa
January 19, 2021 at 11:02 AM 

Making small talk with your teacher because you joined class too early

Katara
October 8, 2020 at 1:15 PM 

— Kaitlyn Tsai
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ON 75-MINUTE CLASSES: “Still 75 minutes too long.” – Rohan Kumar 1517

MASTERING THE 
ELEMENTS

Like Aang, we embarked on our journey 
through high school unsure of what 
lay ahead but eager to expand our 
powers. And through our many trials and 
tribulations, expand our powers we have, 
doing everything from solving complex 
differential equations to hammering 
out literary analysis essays to, of course, 
surviving a pandemic while balancing 
school, extracurriculars and college apps.

As we dive headfirst into another world 
with our hard-earned powers tucked 
under our belts, we’ll look back on these 
past four years and find strength and 
comfort in remembering how far we’ve 
come and how much we’ve grown.

Sarah Wang, playing Wednesday Addams in the drama department’s production of “The Addams Family,” 
poses during a rehearsal of the opening number, “When You’re an Addams,” in April. “The Addams Family” 
was Wang’s sixth and final main stage show, and she said she enjoyed playing Wednesday’s “kooky” character. TALISMAN // ISABEL LEE
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ON BEING AN SSS: “Minecraft. Lots and lots of Minecraft.” – Taesu Yim16

THE HIGH SCHOOL HIERARCHY
SENIOR RANKS HIS FOUR YEARS OF HIGH SCHOOL

been an emotional 
rollercoaster, to say the least.

It began with an adrenaline-pumping 
400-foot drop of getting demolished by my 
first test in Mr. Yim’s Precalculus Honors as a 
freshman, then skyrocketed after not getting 
demolished by my first test in Ms. Warmuth’s 

Calculus BC as a sophomore. The ensuing ardu-
ous climb to finally getting my drivers’ license 
was followed by a not-so-adrenaline-pumping 
plunge when I realized that parking in the 
crowded junior lot was much harder than I ini-
tially imagined.

Still, while I will admit that each year of high 

school came with its own memorable ups and 
downs, it’s undeniable that not all years were 
created equal. And, as a second-semester se-
nior, I’m uniquely qualified to decide which 
ones are the best and which ones are, well, 
not ideal. 

So, why not rank them?

HIGH SCHOOL HAS

It’s probably no surprise that junior year 
is bringing up the rear. Packed with AP and 
honors classes, standardized testing, college 
admissions panic and more AP and honors 
classes, 11th grade is basically the worst con-
coction created 
since the in-
vention of 
polyjuice po-
tion. The Harry Potter 
wiki says the potion needs 
stewed lacewing flies, leeches 
and shredded Boomslang skin 
(whatever that is), but junior year 
is significantly nastier.

The amount of home-
work was probably the big-
gest dealbreaker. English 
11 Honors homework took 
hours to finish, sometimes even 
more when I had an essay or Socratic Semi-
nar prep assigned. AP Chemistry had massive 
problem sets that were assigned six weeks in 
advance but due on the day of each unit test, 
so you can imagine how much time I had to 
spend the night before the unit test slogging 

through stoichiometry and calorimetry prob-
lems. APUSH readings took hours, at least 
until I realized I could just watch Jocz Produc-
tions’ crash courses on YouTube instead.

I barely had enough time to finish all my 
homework, extracurricular responsibilities 
and obligatory 30 minutes of watching You-
Tube, never mind indulge in the activities I 
enjoyed. Honestly speaking, the shelter-in-

place was my saving grace, giving me 
a chance to rest and recharge 

and, of course, reduc-
ing my AP exam 

lengths from 
3 hours to 
30 minutes. 
For that, Col-
lege Board, I 

thank you. 
And, just because I 

can’t quite rant enough 
about the sadness of ju-

nior year, I failed my license 
test my first time with 16 minor errors, just 
a single error more than the 15-error limit. The 
second time I managed to get 12 minor errors 
and, just like everything else in junior year, 
made it through by the skin of my teeth.

“Spending exorbitant amounts of 
money on videogames.”

— Jeffrey Chang

“The art room. You can use iPad 
Pros and Procreate in there.”

— Jessica Song “Coolmathgames.com”
— Emily Choi

“Khan Academy 
because Sal Khan’s 
voice soothes me while 
I frantically try to figure 
everything out the 
night before a test.”

— Allison Ha“The roof.”
— Vincent Lu

“Breaking quarantine.” 
— Vincent Lu

“The J-room! 32 iMacs, a micro-
wave, a fridge, three printers, 
two couches, a hydration station, 
and some of the coolest people 
on campus — what more could 
you want?”

— Kaitlyn Tsai

“Walking to the refrigerator. That 
counts as exercise, right?”

— Isaac Sun
“Sleeping all day.”

— Jason Chin
“Watching C/K/J/T/V dramas.”

— Cynthia Zhang

4. JUNIOR YEAR

WHAT IS THE BEST...
... QUARANTINE ACTIVITY? ... ONLINE 

LEARNING 
PLATFORM?

... SHS HANGOUT SPOT?
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ON ONLINE LECTURE VIDEOS: “The best sleep podcast I’ve ever heard.” – Riya Jain 17

I’m just going to go ahead and say it: 
Freshman me was awkward. 
Both socially and emotion-
ally, so tutorial was basically 
my worst nightmare. I tried do-
ing a lot of things, from speech 
and debate to robotics to random 
clubs, but I could not get myself to 
have somewhat normal human inter-
action. 

I specifically remember walking by 
one of the speech and debate cap-
tains in the hallway and trying to 
pretend I didn’t see them so I would 

not have to say “hi.” To be fair, there is a 25 
percent chance I would still do that, but no 
one can prove it since we’re all online.

Even though my awkwardness 
is probably single-

handedly responsi-
ble for freshman 

year’s place-
ment at second 
to last on the 

list, it did 
not par-

ticularly 

change my enjoyment of the absolute bliss 
of freshman life. 

I still enjoyed the absolutely nonexistent 
homework and equally nonexistent stress 
that came from having zero responsibili-
ties — which unfortunately changed in later 
years as I got more involved in student or-
ganizations. 

I also very much enjoyed the comment 
Mr. Yim left on the front cover of my first 
precalc test after I got an 85 on it. For con-
text, he knew me from the middle school 
math club, so it seems his expectations 
were somewhat high.

“Very disappointing. Please ask for help 
if you need it.” — Mr. Yim 2017.

It should be illegal to categorize senior 
year as a singular entity, but I am going to 
do just that since the amazingness of sec-
ond semester is enough to erase the wrong-
doings of first semester.

To put it mildly, first semester hurt. Not 
only was I taking P.E. (which physically 
hurt), I had to take care of my clubs, deal 
with fat AP Lang essays and, worst of all, 
write college essays. I thought college es-
says would be bad, but they blew my expec-
tations out of the water.

I spent hours staring at blank Google 
Docs, writing and rewriting the same essay 

from scratch five times only to realize that 
I wasn’t answering the prompt and 
eventually resorting to yell-
ing at the prompts 
to make themselves 
easier to answer.

But as soon as win-
ter break rolled around, and 
I submitted my last few essays, 
I was free. No essays, no col-
lege apps, just absolute and 
untainted freedom. Well, 
other than Mr. Abe call-
ing me out every other 
class over Zoom for 
not paying attention, 

it was pure freedom.
I got to spend more time on Quiz 

Bowl and other competitions I en-
joy participating in, and the stress of 
school and grades completely disap-

peared. If second semester could 
have started a bit earlier, se-

nior year would have 
been my favorite year 
by far. 

The only downside 
is that I think I’ve been 
spending an unhealthy 

amount of time on You-
Tube. Is 8 hours a day 
too much?

The best way to describe sophomore 
year is as a perfect combination of second 
semester senior year and freshman year. 
No, not because I contracted senioritis in 
sophomore year (I’m pretty sure I had it 
long before then), but because I had time 
to spend on things I enjoyed, very few re-
sponsibilities and little home-
work. Being not completely 
socially awkward was also a 
plus.

Unlike in senior year, I 
had clear goals and expec-
tations for myself. I par-
ticipated in all kinds of 
math and science 
competitions and 
joined a bunch of 
clubs. I was 

insanely productive, basically spending all 
but an hour each day studying, doing home-
work or learning new things on Coursera. I 
never woke up after 9 a.m. on weekends, 
always slept at 11 p.m. and rarely felt tired 
even after full days of work. 

Now, I sleep at 11:30 p.m., wake up at 10 
a.m. and still somehow end up tired quite 

literally every day of 
the week, which is 
somewhat impres-
sive considering all 
I do is watch You-
Tube.

I could probably 
go on and on about 

how amazing sopho-
more year was for me. 
I liked all my teachers, 

played JV bad-
minton and 

got the most exercise I ever would in all 
four years of high school, performed pretty 
well in nearly all the competitions I partici-
pated in, started my YouTube channel the 
summer after and still somehow managed 
to stay on top of all my school stuff.

I even remember having an iconic per-
formance as Cassius in my “Julius Caesar” 
skit where I stabbed a plastic dagger into a 
foam block so hard it bent. Most amazingly, 
I managed to not forget all my lines despite 
wearing an extremely uncomfortable suit›.

Looking back on the twists and turns of 
high school as I round the final bend of my 
bumpy roller coaster ride, there seems to 
be one clear moral of the story. Well, not 
exactly a moral, but rather an existential 
question: Is there any way I can have my 
sophomore self back?

3. FRESHMAN YEAR

2. SENIOR YEAR

1. SOPHOMORE YEAR

— Rohan Kumar

All graphics by ROHAN KUMAR
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ON RALLIES: “Forever changed how I see Nutella.” – Ajay Gupta18

KONGS' KWEENS
small restaurant connects friends  

Kong’s Tofu and 
Barbecue in Cupertino, known in our hearts 
simply as “Kong’s,” started on the fateful day 
of March 10, 2018. 
  What began as a couple of our friends 
making us try some really good ramen be-
came a place we would go to monthly just 
to talk about our lives and fill ourselves 
with warm comfort food. 
  Since our first time going to the res-
taurant, we’ve come a long way. We were 
once naive menu-users, but we’ve now 
memorized and perfected them down 
to the spice level and number of rice 
cakes we want. 
  In fact, we’re so beloved in 
the restaurant that the owner 
greets us with a complementary 
steamed egg every time we visit.
  To commemorate the good times that 
are now coming to an end, we’ll take you 
through a typical “Kong’s Day.” 
  1. Ask our parents if we can go to Kong’s 

together. Usually, it’s received with a “Why 
don’t you try anything new?” Then, they 

roast us on their Whatsapp group 
chat unfortunately named “Kongs 

Kweens.” (Yes, this is real.)
 2. Prepare for spillage. For 
some reason, Shama always 
manages to wear white, yet 
still orders ramen that is the 
brightest shade of red. So, of 
course, we have a specially 

fashioned Shama-bib just for 
her. 

 3. Let Neeti crack the egg into 
the ramen for everyone. She is 

the only one that can do it right. 
  4. Make sure Shama, a 

vegetarian, does not eat the fish 
cakes, no matter how much they 

look and taste like tofu. This step 
did not exist until two years ago … 

oops. 
  5. Save no space for dessert but still split 

Icicles because it’s right next door and always 
hits the spot. (Optimization is key!)
  6. Complain about how full you are, but do 
it all again the next time someone mentions 
Kong’s. 
  It goes without saying that this “typical 
Kong’s day” could not occur in this past year 
due to the pandemic.
  But never underestimate our loyalty to 
this restaurant. 
  With the same exact orders in hand, we 
just moved our location to backyards or ga-
rages, still finding ways to keep a tradition 
four years in the making alive. 
  Kong’s has always found a way to bring us 
together, and although we’re soon going our 
separate ways, we will always have the mem-
ories of being the loudest group of people in 
a cozy spot in Cupertino that will forever ap-
pear in our minds when we look back at our 
high school journey. 

OUR JOURNEY WITH

STYLE STAPLES 
— Neeti Badve and Shama Gupta

  some varia-
tion of the same outfit every day: a gray suit 
and a leather jacket. 
     If you’ve ever seen me in real life, then you 
may have noticed that I usually wear some 
variation of the same outfit every day: a 
hoodie and sweatpants. 
     Now, I won’t say that great minds think 
alike, but when one of the smartest people in 
human history and Albert Einstein share simi-
lar life decisions, you know there’s something 
cerebral going on.  
     For Einstein, not having to think about 
what clothes to wear gave him more brain-
power to address the important demands of 
their daily life. 
      While that is certainly a factor in my fash-
ion choices — and not something I happened 
to stumble upon while procrastinating on this 
column — there are more fundamental rea-
sons I choose to dress like a bum on the daily.
     One: It’s convenient. It takes a combined 
four seconds to put everything on. 
      Two: Hoodies and sweatpants are cheap, 
which means I get to spend my money on 
other things that make me happy (like food). 

     Third, and most importantly — yet a very 
overlooked aspect when it comes to fashion-
able clothes — they’re COMFORTABLE. I’ve 
never found jeans to be comfortable — like, 
at all. Why are they so tight? And move-
ment restricting? And why are their 
pockets so bad? 
    As a dutiful AP Economics student 
might put it, I’m just a rational con-
sumer trying to derive maximum 
utility with my money, and over 
the years I’ve come to the con-
clusion that when it comes to 
clothing, this is the answer.
     I suppose another reason 
I’m able to get away with 
my outfit choices is that I’m 
a boy. More specifically, a ge-
neric, socially averse Asian male 
with black hair that attends an 
academically focused high school 
— so it’s not like I ever really cared 
that much about my physical ap-
pearance. 
     Of course, there are occasions 
when I see my (male) friends wear 

nice outfits and regret my own fashion choic-
es. But three seconds later I forget about it, 
because we’re all inherently self-absorbed 
individuals who are too busy worrying about 
what others think of us to care about what 

clothes everyone else is wearing.
      With all this being said, I’m not trying 
to knock dressing nicely. If that makes 
you happy, by all means go ahead and do 

that. You people look great with those 
aesthetic, vibe-y, matching outfits or 

whatever. Seriously, you do. 
     But for those of you who dress 
like me, just know that you’re not 

alone. It might even turn out 
that you’re making an objectively 

smarter choice by maximizing your 
daily brain power. 

     Maybe you’ll then go on to use 
that extra brain power to cure cancer, 

end climate change, or most glorious 
of them all, write a column about your 
poor fashion taste in your school’s senior 
magazine. 

senior defends hoodies and sweatpants

—  Justin Guo

ALBERT EINSTEIN WORE 
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ON LIP DUBS: “I guess we tried.” – Juan Vintimilla 19

HYPER HALLOWEEN
CUPCAKES CREATE LASTING MEMORIES

friend group dearly, but one 
thing we absolutely cannot do is plan things. 
At all. The number of times we have tried — 
and failed — to plan meet-ups or even coor-
dinate FaceTime calls during quarantine is 
borderline shameful. But there is one annual 
event that we’ve never screwed up: our Hal-
loween party. 
       What at first seemed like a one-off event 
has turned into an annual tradition for us to 
unwind and reconnect with our inner child 
that we so often try to suppress as adult-
hood comes hurtling towards us.  
       Like many long-standing traditions, it’s 
hard to know when it exactly started. When 
consulting our nihilistic group chat, “Lab 
Rats except for cereal,” I discovered that 
our annual Halloween party started in third 
grade, when one of my longtime friends, Me-
gan McMahon, invited us to her house for 
Halloween festivities and trick-or-treating. 
       Although I can’t recall any specific events 
that transpired that night, I know that a 
bunch of small children hyped up on sugar 
somehow managed to not burn her house to 
smithereens and we’ve come back every year 
since no matter the circumstances. 
      Even during junior year, when most of us 
had an APUSH test the next day, we de-
cided to stick it to the man and play “To 
Tell The Truth” rather than learn about 
Andrew Jackson’s pet banks. 
  A semi-regular schedule inevitably 
took shape over the years: 
      Arrive at 5-6 p.m.: Easy enough, 
but let’s be honest, maybe two of 
us got there on time. 
     Decorate cupcakes: It’s about 
as chaotic as you would expect. 
The only rule? Don’t mix the frost-
ings. If one of us didn’t keep a frost-
ing-laden spoon in its corresponding 
frosting color bowl, we would be 
called out. 
     Play board games: Yes, I’m aware it 
sounds pretty boring, but when else 
can you play a game of Telestrations 
where a drawing of a fire alarm is inter-
preted as someone playing the trum-
pet? 
    Go trick-or-treating: Obviously. We 
aren’t heathens. 
     Of course, I would be remiss to not 
mention some of the most noteworthy mo-
ments that have occurred over the past ten 
odd years. 
     In eighth grade, we decided that rather 

than pronouncing ourselves at each house 
with the lame “trick-or-treat,” we would re-
cite the preamble to the Constitution that 

we’d learn in the weeks before in our Core 
class. And so we did, at every house, for 

three hours. For the people who actu-
ally answered the door, they seemed 
mildly impressed that we went 
through the trouble of coordinating 
it to be fully in unison. Who said that 
public education was useless? 
  Fast forward to our sophomore 
year, we had all finished reading “Lord 
of the Flies” and decorated our cup-
cakes to reflect the most valuable les-
sons William Goulding’s work had im-
parted upon us. 
    Needless to say, many of our cup-
cakes were adorned with generous 
amounts of red icing (representing 
blood, naturally) and depictions of bro-
ken glasses and dead pigs with enough 
allusions to id and ego to make Freud 
beam with pride. 
     Of course, it would be heinous of 
me not to include a word about our 
many group costumes. During sopho-
more year, my friend and I agreed to 

both dress up as our future selves, who also 
happened to be hardcore soccer moms. 
       On Halloween, we both carried around 
tangerines and juice packs while wearing 

workout gear, chunky tennis shoes and our 
hair up in high ponytails, all in the name of 
ensuring our little tots could play their best in 
their AYSO games. 
        When junior year rolled around, three of 
us thought to commemorate our many ironic 
binge-watching sessions of 2000s-era Barbie 
movies by dressing up as the main charac-
ters of the absolute classic, “Barbie of Swan 
Lake.” Since I’m the only one out of us who 
has blonde hair, I was naturally suited to be 
Barbie. I did not, however, wear my costume 
to school, as I needed to keep a shred of my 
dignity intact. 
     This last year, we had a socially distanced 
gathering, and three of us unknowingly came 
dressed up as characters from the podcast 
“The Magnus Archives.” If that isn’t friend-
ship at it’s finest, I don’t know what is. 
      As our years of growing up together are 
quickly coming to a close, it’s unclear how 
this long-standing tradition will evolve. As 
we continue on our quest to be competent 
adults in college, no doubt the need for us to 
reconnect with the uncomplicated times of 
our childhood will only grow. 
      But no matter how this tradition will mani-
fest itself, there is one thing that remains for 
certain: We will find a way to recite the pre-
amble of the Constitution ad nauseam. 

I LOVE MY

— Marisa Kingsley

Courtesy of MEGAN MCMAHON

Every year, we decorate spooky-themed cupcakes, but never without confection-based gore. 
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ON SSS: “It’s not SSS if you’re taking 5 APs and still have the compulsion to get straight A’s.” – Audrey Tang20

NINTH WHEEL
Hulme Legacy Continues

NEXT Charli D’Amelio 

NEIL SHAH
Runner-up: Mithil Chakraborty

NEXT Emma Chamberlain 
& Casey Neistat

BEN KIM 
AND TABITHA HULME
Runners-up: Morgan Bruun-Jensen 

& Justin Guo

NEXT Ed Sheeran &
Taylor Swift

SAYAN MANNEY
AND SARAH WANG

NEXT BTS

EMILY CHOI, EUNSEO RYU, 
DANIELLE MOON, ERICA LEE, 

SHANNON JI, JUN LEE AND 
KAITLYN YU

Hulme’s fam-
ily gets the feels like the “ninth 
wheel.” Among her parents, two 
married siblings and coupled-up 
sister, it’s hard to forget she’s 
the kid of the family.

At 18, Elyse is 11 years younger 
than her oldest sibling, Allison, 
who is 29. Her brother Christo-
pher is 26, and her sister Hannah 
is 23. Despite their age differ-
ences and the fact that Elyse has 
been the only kid at home since 
seventh grade, the four Hulme 
siblings have great relationships. 

“It’s definitely weird to just 
be at home with my parents all 
the time, but it makes it more fun to see my 
siblings,” Elyse said. “Part of the reason we 
all have such a good relationship is because of 
the age gaps. Since I don’t see them that of-
ten, I’ve never really fought with my siblings.”

Another perk of having three siblings go 
through Saratoga schools before her is what 
Elyse jokingly called the “Hulme Legacy.” 

When they see her last name on the ros-
ter, Elyse’s new teachers frequently mention 
they taught her cousins or siblings or inquire 
about a relationship. In some cases, she said 
she deliberately introduces herself with her 
full name if she knows it will be familiar.

“All my life basically, all the teachers who 
have had my siblings already know me, which 
is kind of nice because they usually like my sib-
lings,” Elyse said. “So then they kind of auto-
matically like me, but I do have to keep up the 
reputation for future Hulmes.”

While those future Hulmes may not be her 
siblings, Elyse has cousins to think about, too 
— 45 first cousins, to be exact, including fresh-
man Paul Hulme, sophomore Seth Hulme, ju-
nior Johnny Hulme and senior Shawn Hulme. 
Since Elyse’s grandpa’s brothers came to 
the South Bay in the 1950s and her grandpa 
arrived in 1961, much of the Hulme clan also 
settled in the South Bay and attended schools 
like Saratoga and Lynbrook High. Now, Elyse’s 
grandpa and his surviving brother live in Sara-
toga.

In part because of their proximity to 
one another, Elyse said the Hulmes are all 
“homies.” Occasionally, she encounters a 
Hulme she’s never heard of before, who she 
suspects are her second cousins. 

“There are my grandpa’s descendants, 
and then there’s a huge web of Hulmes be-
yond that that I’m not even aware of,” Elyse 
said. “Sometimes my dad will be talking about 

his cousins, and I’ll be like, ‘Wait, how are they 
related? Who are these people?’ It’s interest-
ing to figure it out but also very confusing 
sometimes.”

Because all of her grandpa’s descendants 
are Mormon, the family’s shared faith and 
weekly attendance to the same church brings 
them together. 

“We’re all into the church, so that definite-
ly does keep us tight because we all believe 
the same things,” Elyse said.

While Elyse never felt pressure from her 
family to follow in her siblings’ footsteps, she 
said her family’s close nature motivates her to 
do well. She said she’s not rebellious, but she 
bears in mind that a bad act would not only 
disappoint her parents and siblings but also 
her aunts, uncles and grandparents — while 
setting a bad example for her younger cous-
ins.

Looking back on high school, Elyse said 
she’s proud of the range of sports she partici-
pated in — volleyball, soccer, track and cross 
country. Although she and all of her siblings 
did ceramics in high school, Elyse said her va-
riety of sports made her unique from her sib-
lings.

After graduation, Elyse plans to attend 
BYU Idaho, where she’ll be “in 25 degrees and 
snow up to my knees.” Despite leaving the 
town and house she has lived in for her whole 
life, she said she’s ready for the change.

“I’m just so familiar with everything here 
that it will be kind of hard to be somewhere 
new where I know nobody,” Elyse said. “It’ll 
be interesting to go somewhere where I 
don’t know anyone and I don’t know anything 
about the place, but I’m excited also to move 
on.”

— Allison Hartley

64 Hulmes visit Disneyland in April 2018. Theirs is one of 
the best-known families in the Class of 2021.

Courtesy of ELYSE HULME

WHEN ELYSE
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ON COLLEGE REJECTIONS: “Why was I yield-protected by every top 20 school?” – Enoch Luk 21

BALLERS BONDED
in regular years, you might 

have crossed paths with Berry Bailey, Iris Lee, 
Jane Loo, Athena Mahajani and Kaitlyn Yu 
strolling around campus multiple times during 
a single tutorial. On some days, their girls’ bas-
ketball hoodies and sweatpants matched, and 
on game days the chance of matching gear 
was even greater. 

Sometimes a passerby might have even 
heard their conversation before seeing the 
squad: Passionate discussions about favorite 
Marvel characters, difficult classes and basket-
ball arguments inevitably flared up. Even so, 
tensions quickly faded among this tight-knit 
group.

Iris, Athena, Jane and Kaitlyn 
first bonded in sixth grade through 
the Redwood Middle School girls’ 
basketball team and outside club 
teams. Since then, Iris, Kaitlyn and 
Jane have played seven seasons to-
gether, excluding club teams. In fresh-
man year, Berry joined the squad.

When he met them that year, for-
mer girls’ basketball coach 
Danny Wallace recog-
nized their potential, 
even as “scared fresh-
men.” 

“They were very hyper 
and full of energy, which was great 
because you could tell they wanted to 
be here,” he said.

The hours of basketball practices, 
weightlifting workouts, camps and eat-
ing out together drew them close, but 
Iris said they would have been friends with-
out basketball — well, maybe not Berry, Iris 
and Athena added in unison. Berry confirmed, 
since she probably wouldn’t have met them 
without basketball.

“All of us have similar interests,” Jane said. 
“With me, Iris and Athena, we can do adven-
turous things that other kids don’t like to do 
or watch shows we thought were cool, but a 
bunch of other people hated.”

Their banter about who would have actu-
ally been friends with who without basketball 
characterized the honesty in their friendship 
and teammate dynamic. They didn’t disguise 
recounts of bad impressions (Athena was “a 
complete ball hog,” according to Berry) and 
gave honest assessments of each other’s per-
formance. 

Jane, who tore her ACL in junior year, would 
“keep it real” from the sidelines, congratulat-
ing Berry on rebounds and good games or 
pointing out areas for improvement.

During the basketball season, competitive-
ness could run high. In some instances, team-
mates were pitted against each other for spots 
on the team or starting positions, Berry said.

“Sometimes we hate each other for no rea-
son,” Iris said, but added the team still loves 
and supports each other in the end. 

Take basketball out of the equation, and the 
group’s dynamic is more relaxed. After being 
heated about basketball-related things, Jane 
said hanging out with the group as friends has 
always been refreshing. 

The team went to CCS in their freshman, 
sophomore and junior years, but since this 
year’s season is unofficial because of the pan-
demic, CCS didn’t occur. This season, a new 
head coach, Jaclyn Brode, led the team. Al-

though the team had a rough start, 
they caught up to teams that practiced 

throughout the pandemic and built 
chemistry with each other.

The departing squad will miss 
playing together and traditions like 

eating three donuts before a Con-
cord tournament game, but they’ll 
remember their past antics, like 

provoking noise complaints and 
stealing Jane’s crutches.

“Once in junior year, I just 
got injured, so I didn’t 

have to sleep early for 
the game,” Jane 

said.  “So Iris and I 
stayed up until 5 

a.m., doing magic 
tricks and watching 

YouTube. Athena tried to stay up, but then she 
got knocked out at one, and then Iris just took 
photos of her in different sleeping positions 
while doing magic and watching YouTube.” 

While less sleep didn’t affect sidelined Jane, 
Iris said she felt like she “died the next game.”

Their only regrets are half-baked: While 
basketball was time-consuming, it helped 
them bond, stay in shape, and improve on and 
off the court. Having completed nearly four 
seasons of high school basketball, they also 
wish they could tell their younger selves to not 
let their passion for the game make them too 
intense. 

And, in their classic way, they ended the 
conversation with cheeky banter about who 
would actually be friends with who after grad-
uation. Yet despite Berry’s declaration that 
they wouldn’t be friends, nobody would be 
surprised if the four never lose their chemistry 
and always stay in touch.

— Allison Hartley

NEXT Wisdom Kaye & 
Bestdressed

BELA CHAUHAN 
AND ISAAC LE

Runners-up: Isaac Sun & 
Isabelle Lee

NEXT Tyler Mitchell 

WILSON FUNG
Runner-up: John Amora

NEXT Anthony Fauci

KJ JASTI
Runner-up: Aileen Liao

NEXT Magnus Carlsen

ANTHONY LIU
Runner-up: Justin Guo

tight-knit group reminisces
ON GAME DAYS

Courtesy of NO
W

 AND FO
REVER

Jane Loo
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ON QUARANTINE HOBBIES: “I’m zooming in real life.” – Allison Hartley22

hometown Exploring
SARATOGA WAS ALWAYS      

the tiny suburban town that 
we wanted to leave for big-
ger, more exciting places. 
 The goal of high school 

was to “grind it out” in the 
hopes of getting into a col-
lege far from home, and we 
always looked forward to our 
second semester of senior 

year when, free from the bur-
den of college apps, we could 
travel around with friends. 
But then the pandemic hit, 
and we’ve had to stay home. 

 At first, the idea of being 
cooped up in Saratoga felt 
a bit suffocating. But, as it 
turns out, there’s some pretty 
cool stuff to do around here! 

 Allison: The stereotypi-
cal Bay Area student loves 
viewpoints. So do we, but we 
don’t necessarily love long, 
high-altitude, windy roads. 
That’s the beauty of Vista Ar-
royo Court: The road is easily 
accessible, a short drive on 
Prospect and Parker Ranch. 
 The spot served us well 
during quarantine days when 
we bought food to-go but 
had no place to safely eat it. 
Armed with a picnic mat and 
boxed hummus, we’d make 

the trek up the hill and enjoy 
the view as we ate. 
 In addition to serving as a 
picnic spot, Vista Arroyo Court 
also offers a great vantage 
point to experience a sunrise. 
 When I went, others had 
the same idea, so I stood 
among a few families. This 
was, of course, important 
because in the event of a 
mountain lion sighting, the 
bar for survival is slightly 
lower: There’s no need to run 
fast, just faster than others. 

VIsta Arroyo Court

 We first went to do a pho-
toshoot around the grounds, 
but since discovering how 
lovely Montalvo is, it’s be-
come a prime hangout spot 
for our friends. 
 When we drove into 
Montalvo, we felt like we had 
been transported out of the 
U.S. and into Italy. It’s one of 
the safest, most peaceful and 
beautiful places we’ve ever 
been. 
 Villa Montalvo, the 1912 gi-
ant Mediterranean style man-
sion in the front, is covered 
in wisteria and ivy and has a 
small courtyard in the back. 
The white paint and archi-
tectural lines make it a classy 
background for photos, too, 
so if you want a new head-
shot for LinkedIn, it’s a great 
place to go.
 The giant front lawn is the 
perfect place to play frisbee,  
have a picnic, or just relax 
and read. Most of the people 
who go to Montalvo are 

young families with their little 
toddlers, and often we’re 
the only teenagers there — 
which to us, just makes the 
whole experience that much 
more relaxing. (Also, not to 
sound creepy, but it’s very 
entertaining to watch little 
kids and the shenanigans 
they get up to!) 
 Just past the lawn is a 
garden, where you can walk 
around and admire the trees, 
flowers and Grecian sculp-
tures dotted among them. 
A stone walkway leads to a 
garden with many succulents, 
fruit trees and benches. 
 Montalvo can get pretty 
busy, but it still feels like a 
hidden gem. On weekday 
evenings we usually have the 
entire grounds to ourselves 
— it’s almost like we really 
own the place. Sigh. If only 
we did. Then we could live 
out our dreams of being rich 
widows whose husbands 
died of mysterious causes. 

montalvo

We played frisbee and had a picnic on the lawn during early May.

We posed for a 
photo atop the 
Vista Arroyo 
with our friends 
Audrey Lee and 
Audrey Tang af-
ter watching the 
sunset and having 
a picnic with hum-
mus and Korean 
Hyungrang Hot 
Dog.
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ON WHITEBOARDS: “But did Hartley ever get your phone stuck in one..?” – Audrey Lee 23

— Manasi Garg and Allison Hartley

 Allison: If you’re looking 
to get out of the area but not 
drive for more than an hour, 
Half Moon Bay is the place 
to go. There are great hiking 
trails such as the Cowell-
Purisima Coastal Trail, which 
takes you on a flat hike along 
the coast and adjacent to 
some farms, or the Fitzgerald 
Marine Reserve trail, where 
you’ll feel small under the 
many cypress and eucalyptus 
trees. 
 The great thing about Half 

Moon Bay (and actually the 
Bay Area in general) is you 
can go to the beach, walk 
along a chaparral coast, be 
in the mountains and hike in 
the forest all in one day. So 
I always try to schedule the 
hike around low tide to see 
the sea stars and anemones!
 Once I’ve worked up an 
appetite with all that explor-
ing, there are many yummy 
food options in downtown 
Half Moon Bay and Capist-
rano Road.

 For lunch, my go-to place 
is Barbara’s Fishtrap. The Fish 
‘n’ Chips burn, no, melt in 
your mouth because they’re 
so fresh, and the fries have a 
perfect potato to crunch ra-
tio. The line can be long, but 
I can hardly complain with 
the view of the docks and 
opportunities for people- and 
dog-watching.
 It’s Italia is a pricer option 
in downtown Half Moon 
Bay, but for brunch, lunch or 
dinner, it’s never failed. Plus, 

while you’re downtown, you 
can stop at Half Moon Bay 
Feed & Fuel and look at the 
cute chicks and rabbits.
 Before we go home, 
we stop at the Pillar Point 
Harbor and pick up some lob-
sters or crabs at the docks. 
Admittedly, I’m not a fan 
of eating crustaceans, but 
talking to the friendly boat 
captains and watching the 
crabs tangle and disentangle 
makes the experience worth 
it.

Left: I posed for 
a picture in the 
middle of a hike 
with my fam-
ily at Fitzgerald 
Marine Reserve. 

Right: Barbara’s 
Fishtrap is an 
affordable fa-
vorite for fish n 
chips and other 
seafood staples 
by the beach. 

Half moon bay

 Allison: A short drive away, 
Stevens Creek Reservoir is 
one of my favorite places to 
kayak. No motorized boats 
are allowed, so there’s no 
need to worry about wakes. 
 When I kayak there with 
my dad, we make it our mis-
sion to gather as much debris 
from the reservoir as possible 
and throw it away. After a 
couple hours, we end up with 
anywhere from 20-50 ancient-
looking cans, bottles, wrap-
pers and discarded fishing 
gear.
 During droughts, it’s both 
interesting and sad to see 
how little water is in the res-
ervoir, but when it’s full, it’s 

a peaceful place for a picnic 
or short hike. Plus, there’s 
always parking.
 If you’re not looking to be 
in the water, I’d suggest tak-
ing food there with a picnic 
blanket, shoes and some 
friends. It’s a short drive, and 
you’ll be rewarded with a 
peaceful change of scenery.
 Both of us are staying 
in the Bay Area for college, 
so we hope to enjoy all the 
incredible places here in our 
next four years. Still, we 
know that life will get much 
busier after this summer, and 
we’re glad that we got a mo-
ment of respite this semester 
to fully appreciate our home.  

Stevens Creek Reservoir 

I kayaked with my dad in a full Stevens Creek Reservoir in 2021. 

All photos courtesy of ALLISON HARTLEY
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24 ON TIKTOK: “I felt like a boomer at 17 years old.” – Bryan Chu

NEXT Mr. Yim

TAESU YIM
Runner-up: Rohan Kumar

NEXT Mr. Davis

ARVIND RAMACHANDRAN

Runner-up: Rohan Kumar

NEXT Maestra 
Rodriguez

KATIE DIMOCK
Runners-up: Katie Chen
and Charlotte Shewuck

known how 
to cook, which I think is very 
feminist of me. Unfortu-
nately, cooking is apparently 
an “important life skill,” and 
now that I’m almost an adult, 
it’s something I have to learn. 

Luckily, my family and I 
recentlyjust got an air fryer, a 
countertop convection oven 
that basically blows around 
hot air until the food inside is 
cooked. I know it just seems 
like another kitchen appli-
ance fad (something we’re 
especially prone to falling 
for — see the unused Instant 
Pot, breadmaker and steam 
oven at home), but the air 
fryer has truly been a game 
changer.

I have friends and family 
who genuinely love to cook, 
but unfortunately, even after 
sporadically making meals 
every now and then in an at-
tempt to find that same sat-
isfaction, I still feel complete 
apathy towards it. Once, it 
took me nearly 2 hours to 

make broccoli cheese soup. It 
ended up being pretty good, 
but honestly, I’d rather just 
heat up premade soup from 
Safeway than go through the 
trouble again. If I were rich 
enough, I would just DoorD-
dash Chipotle every day. 

That’s where the airfryer 
comes in. They seem to have 
been specifically designed for 
lazy people like me who don’t 
enjoy cooking — but do enjoy 
eating. A lot. 

First, my mom and I made 
some broccoli, and it turned 
out better than any broccoli 
we had ever made. Same with 
potatoes. 

Then, I graduated to mak-
ing, well, literally everything. 
I’ve made chicken better than 
anything you can get in res-
taurants by just marinating 
them beforehand and pop-
ping them in the air fryer for 

another 10-15 minutes. I even 
made salmon for the first 
time, and even though I usu-
ally can’t stand fish, my trusty 
airfryer made the salmon tol-
erable enough when eaten 
with rice.

The best part is, I don’t 
need to consult recipes all 
the time when I’m cooking. I 
just choose something edible, 
dash on some salt, spices and 
a pinch of oil, and toss it into 
the air fryer for 10 to 15 min-
utes.  Everything that comes 
out is crispy on the outside, 
but perfectly tender on the 
inside, allowing my incompe-
tent self to masquerade as a 
culinary master. 

So maybe I still can’t cook 
rice without asking my mom 
how to do it. And baking is 
definitely out of my league. 
But at least I can finally make 
an entire meal — or get kind 

of close. 

I’VE NEVER

— Manasi Garg

THE LAST AIRFRYER 
Senior Finally learns to 
cook in attempt to “adult”

My cabbages!  What are 
you doing with them !? 

Cooking them! 

NEXT Mr. Louie

ARNAV MANGAL
Runner-up: Cynthia Zhang
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25ON AP BIO: “The only thing I learned is that I’ll never be a doctor.” – Manasi Garg

NEXT Ms. Keys

NEXT Mr. Shiuan

ISAAC SUN
Runner-up: Isaiah Chung

NEXT Mr. Friend

JUSTIN GUO
Runner-up: Irith Katiyar

NEXT Ms. Cahatol

LUKAS PENG
Runner-up: Wilson Fung

THE LAST AIRFRYER SHOPPING STRUGGLES

down the aisle with an 
absurdly large grocery cart and list written 
on a sticky note, I wondered how I had been 
reduced to such a shameful state: I knew this 
grocery store by heart, but now I was scouring 
the aisles for the small tins of cat food that my 
cats have eaten for years. 

My mom wasn’t answering my increasingly 
frantic texts, so all I could do was speculate 
how many of the other shoppers noticed I 
had done three laps around the same 
aisle, looking like a wretched puppy. 

I’ve been going to the same Safe-
way my whole life, from a tiny tot 
clinging to my mom’s waist and whin-
ing for frosted animal cookies to a 
defiant preteen running around the 
store getting groceries as an errand 
girl. So when I was tasked with gro-
cery shopping, I was more than confi-
dent I could pull it off. But, like most 
things that I’ve tried because I’m now 
legally an “adult,” it has failed in spectacular 
fashion.  

My exposure to grocery shopping alone 
started in freshman year, when I would go on 
runs from my house to Safeway (terrible idea; 
Pierce Road will make roadkill out of you) and 
then leisurely stroll about the air-conditioned 
aisles, picking up a few things that we needed 
for dinner or that I required for daily functions. 

It wasn’t until I got my license last August 
that my parents finally deployed me to go on 
fully-fledged shopping trips. I had heard many 
tales about my sister’s struggles buying gro-
ceries for herself as a college student, and I 
thought I’d be poised to perhaps succeed at 
something she didn’t and feel superior, as well 
as gain real adult skills. 

When I arrived at Safeway, I felt that my 
years of tagging along with my mom would 
grant me suburban-mom-level knowledge of 

sale prices and where to find specific items 
like cornstarch or half-and-half. But this feeling 
lasts for approximately the time it takes me to 
get to the produce section and realize I don’t 
know the difference between yellow and 
white onions — which is about two minutes. 

You might think the grocery store is orga-
nized in a way to maximize convenience for 
shoppers, but what they didn’t take into ac-
count is chronic overthinkers like me would 

make everything more complicated. 
Between comparing sale prices, de-
bating which package of green beans 
would be the right portion for din-
ner and passing over the item I need 
because I’m looking too hard for it, I 
would be considered lucky to spend 
40 minutes at the store. 

Chronicling all of this, I have actu-
ally picked up on a few tips  that may 
make your own grocery shopping ex-
perience less abject than my own. 

Make a list, and make it specific: It may 
seem pretty obvious, but I bet you’re going 
to thank me when you don’t have to call your 
mom in the dairy section because you don’t re-
member what yogurt brand she likes. 

Start at one side of the store and work your 
way to the other side: This way, you don’t have 
to push your cart back and forth and look like 
a total amatuer.

Find sale prices: Another intuitive one, but 
don’t underestimate the power of “buy two, 
get one free” promotions. 

Double check your list before checking out: 
Then triple check it. Believe me, you don’t want 
to be put in the position of running across the 
store when you’re in the middle of checking 
out, invariably being silently judged by fellow 
shoppers — it’s not the move.

 AS I WANDERED 

— Marisa Kingsley

A wannabe Grownup’s guide 
to navigating Safeway well

Senior Finally learns to 
cook in attempt to “adult”

Kingsley

\How we’re Prepping for Adulthood...

I’m investing most of my savings into the stock market and Roth IRAs.
                                                                      -Francesca Fernandes

I’ve been learning how to cook more so I don’t 
need to rely on instant ramen and fast food.
                                  -Lukas Peng

 Over the summer I’m going to 
spend as much time as possible 
with the people I love.
                -Isabelle Lee

KAITLYN TSAI
Runner-up: Manasi Garg
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ON COLLEGE APPS: “I could embellish a potato at this point.” – Cynthia Zhang26

NEXT POTUS

CYNTHIA ZHANG
Runner-up: Allison Hartley

NEXT Greta Thunberg

URMILA VUDALI
Runner-up: Winston Liu

NEXT Bob Ross &
Frida Kahlo

RISHABH ANAND 
AND GRACE WEIDNER

Runners-up: Vincent Lu, Tiffany Huang

DIRECTOR'S CUT
Pursuing Passion in Film

Bryan Chu shoots a scene for a documentary self portrait at the California State Summer 
School for the Arts (CSSSA) that would get accepted into a high school film festival in 2020.

Courtesy of BRYAN CHU

 being in-
trigued by the power of  film in middle school 
when he regularly watched movie reviews 
and video essays on YouTube. As a freshman, 
Bryan started watching many more movies 
and grew even more fascinated. 

“I really like film because it’s 
visual and temporal,” Bryan said. 
“It has the ability to immerse you 
into a very real experience in a 
way that’s unique to film as a me-
dium.” 

Bryan joined the Media Arts 
Program as a sophomore and 
supplemented his learning by 
attending a weekly art and film 
workshop in San Francisco called SF Film 
Workshop. 

Before junior year, Bryan attended the Cali-
fornia State Summer School for the Arts (CSS-
SA), an intensive four week art summer camp. 
One of the films that Chu made at CSSSA — a 
self-proclaimed psychedelic autobiography 
appropriately titled “Anatomy of a Narcissist 
(or the futile and profound art of attempting 
to swallow one’s self)” — got accepted into 
the experimental section of the All American 
High School Festival 2020 official selection.

In his spare time, Bryan has made several 
films, which he sometimes uploads to his You-
Tube channel. He normally aims for narrative-
based films no longer than 5 minutes. Though 

he has often cast friends as actors, Bryan has 
focused on making arresting visuals — such 
as scenery and shot composition — the stron-
gest part of his films. 

“One huge thing you’ll see in almost all stu-
dent short films is that acting is really hard,” 
Bryan said. “So my short-film ideas usually 
don’t have any dialogue or music as well be-
cause I focus on the visuals a lot.”

But due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, Bryan hasn’t been 
able to produce his regular 
films. Instead, he’s shifted 
to experimenting with more 
visually abstract work that is 
completely devoid of plot. 

“The idea is to take away all elements of 
story, plot and character and evoke tones of 
feelings through pure abstract visuals, like vi-
sual music,” Bryan said. “Some of the themes 
that frequently come up in my films are isola-
tion, emptiness and existential boredom.”

Moving forward, Bryan plans to attend 
film school at New York University’s Tisch 
School of the Arts and one day work in film. 

“I think film is the end in itself,” Bryan said. 
“I want to make as many films as I can and 
get my artistic expression out into the world 
as best as I can. There’s no auxiliary goal after 
that.”

— Justin Guo

BRYAN  CHU  REMEMBERS

NEXT Steven 
Spielberg

BRYAN CHU
Runner-up: John Amora
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ON ZOOM BREAKOUT ROOMS: “They should not exist.” – Lukas Peng 27

NEXT Michelangelo

TIFFANY HUANG
Runner-up: Audrey Lee

NEXT Stephen Hawking & 
Jennifer Doudna

ROHAN KUMAR 
AND CHRISTINE ZHANG

Runners-up: Akshar Sarvesh, 
Alekhya Vadlakonda

NEXT Elon Musk

HENRY WENG
Runner-up: Anthony Qin

IN THE CLOUDS
Senior’s Piloting Journey

— Nitya Marimuthu

off the engine of the 
c-152 plane, Alisa Chankhunthod steeled her-
self to plummet toward the ground 13,000 
feet below. She knew that practicing stalls 
— preparing for a free-falling plane — was 
an important part of being a pilot and 
needed to be ready in case a plane 
malfunctioned, even if stalls were ex-
tremely difficult and scary. 

To prevent the plane from spiraling 
out of control, Alisa pointed the nose 
of the plane up and guided it safely us-
ing directed air pressure on the wings. 

“The first time I did [stalls], it was 
absolutely terrifying, and in that mo-
ment I thought maybe I don’t want to 
learn how to fly,”  Alisa said. “However, now 
that I know how to do them correctly, I find 
them quite fun.” 

Alisa is now a single en-
gine rated pilot, but she has 
yet to receive her commer-
cial license. She began flying 
in her freshman year. 

She said that she learned 
how to fly in part because her 
father is a chief flying instruc-
tor at Advantage Aviation in Palo 
Alto, and she wanted to know what it 
was like to fly a plane. Now, Alisa uses the 
unique skill for community service and for 
fun.

Alisa employs her flight skills 
at the nonprofit Pilots N Paws, 
where she rescues dogs, usually 
from Los Angeles, that are about 
to be put down and brings them to 
locations that can take better care of 
them or better rehabilitate them for 
foster homes or adoption. 

She helps at the nonprofit in other ways, 
including working reception on the weekend, 
helping pilots and cleaning up the flying club. 

When she is not flying for the nonprofit, 
Alisa also flies for her own pleasure. She is 
cleared to fly solo, but she cannot fly passen-
gers yet.

Alisa’s path to flight was demanding, but 
her father aided her greatly in her 
journey; he taught her how to fly 
while they were up in the air. 

She said that since planes have 
two yokes (wheels), her father 
guided her with the second yoke 
while she flew with one or let her 
fly alone while he advised her. Alisa 
said she did not have to go through 
any training or ground school, as 
pilots typically do, and she stepped 

into a plane on her first day. 
Even among the many demanding skills 

like stalls, Alisa said that the toughest part of 
flying is controlling the radio. 

“I tend to get a little nervous in my 
communication and forget 

the correct order 
of things,” Alisa 
said. 

The skill has 
continued to pay off 

as she defies gravity. 
Chankhunthod said that she 

still recalls the first time she took 
off and the feeling of power that came with 

it. 
After four years of experiencing the 

ups and downs of flying, Alisa still 
finds it to be an exhilarating experi-

ence. 
“The moment I felt the plane leave the 

ground by just the gentle pull of the yoke, I 
felt incredible,” Alisa said. “To be able to leave 
the earth so easily while we usually are de-
tained by gravity is an amazing feeling!” 

Chankhunthod

AS SHE TURNED

NEXT Gordon Ramsay &
Martha Stewart

DANIEL IZRAILEVSKY 
AND AUDREY TANG

Runners-up: Justin Guo, Danielle Moon

In Ten years I will be...
hopefully not bankrupt

— Mason Kwok

pursuing my career as a nurse 
— Jessica McGuire

still drinking boba
— Eunseo Ryu

rethinking every life choice I made
— Ankita Chatterjee

traveling across the country 
in an RV with four dogs

— Emily Choi

27 years old
— Juan Vintamilla

dropping out of med school
— Deniz Akunal

thanking Mr. Davey for 
teaching us finance

— Enoch Luk

embarrassed about 
my high school self

— Jessica Song

All graphics by ALEKHYA VADLAKONDA
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ON ONLINE SCHOOL: “The most inconvenient convenient thing.” – Ankita Chatterjee28

NEXT Usain Bolt &
Allyson Felix

TYLER CHAFFIN
AND JESSIE ZHOU

Runners-up: Niyanth Rao, Alyssa Pinai

NEXT Bachelor &
Bachelorette

NOLAN CHEN
AND ISABELLE LEE

Runners-up: Ashwin Sarathy, Allison Ha

NEXT Roger Federer &
Serena Williams

STEFAN MEIER
AND ALYSSA PINAI

Runner-up: Juhi Patel

NEXT Post Malone

MITHIL CHAKRABORTY
Runner-up: Sayan Manney

PLAY BY EAR
Senior makes music videos

 quit taking piano 
lessons in elementary school and never took 
private lessons during her time playing percus-
sion in middle and high school band, she had 
a sudden urge to try playing piano again as a 
hobby three years ago.

When COVID-19 forced school to 
turn remote last March, Fiona — at 
the suggestion of her physics teacher 
Jenny Garcia — decided to take up 
another hobby with her newfound 
free time: creating piano music cov-
ers.

“I always find piano music really 
soothing, and I thought sharing my 
own piano versions of songs that 
people know and like would be a nice 
thing to do while we’re all stuck in 
quarantine,” she said.

Fiona uploads her piano covers and music 
videos to her blog and YouTube channel, both 
of which go by the name “Mimi’s Music Gar-
den.”

“I thought the imagery of a garden might 
fit [a theme of comfort from quarantine life], 
so I went with it,” she said. 

Her blog has links to videos on her channel 
as well as additional information about each 
video, including the background of the original 
music and why she chose to cover each piece.

She has covered music from films, video 
games, anime and more using the free mu-
sic arrangement software MuseScore3. Each 
piece takes her upwards of five hours to com-
plete, she said.

She spends around one hour translating 
one minute of a song into sheet music, some-
times longer if she gets stuck at a certain part 
of the piece. After writing the music, Fiona 
spends another hour fine-tuning her work to 
ensure it sounds “more like it’s performed by 
a person rather than just a software tool.”

Recently, Fiona has expanded her reper-
toire into making music videos along with her 
piano covers. For music videos, she needs ap-
proximately four more hours to edit the video 
clips together and create the featured images 
and thumbnails.

 Fiona is most proud of her 
piece titled “Xiao’s Song ~ Vigilant 
Yaksha.” The original music is from 
the video game Genshin Impact.

“I think I took the most risks with 
that one,” she said. “There’s a small 
section of the music that sounds al-
most like jazz, unlike the rock style 
of the rest of the piece, [because] I 
completely improvised and wrote 
that section. Usually, I’ve stuck rela-
tively closely to the original song, but 

this time I tried to put in more of my own ideas 
into the music.”

Animating the music video for “Xiao’s Song 
~ Vigilant Yaksha” was also Fiona’s first time 
using HitFilm Express, a video editing soft-
ware.

She plans on continuing to hone her edit-
ing skills as she creates more videos. Fiona 
knows that she wants to continue creating 
covers and videos as she transitions into col-
lege and beyond.

She plans to study psychology and is con-
sidering a pre-law track at UT Austin, but she 
views her piano covers as a creativity outlet 
and a source of relaxation.

“Even though it can be a bit time consum-
ing sometimes, it’s a really fun hobby,” she 
said. “I might expand my covers to any song 
or soundtrack instead of limiting it to music 
from TV and games. I’m just focused on grow-
ing the channel for now, but I’ll definitely be 
trying new things in the future.”

ALTHOUGH FIONA LEE

— Christine Zhang

Fiona’s music video titled “Xiao’s Song ~ Vigilant Yaksha” opens with a shot of the video’s pro-
tagonist, a character from the video game Genshin Impact, standing under the moon.

Lee

Courtesy of GENSHIN IMPACT
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ON TOGA CONFESSIONS: “Please come back. It’s my form of CASSY.” – Jessica Song 29

 Aliza Zaman launched her In-
stagram account, @forjuneco, showcasing 
the earrings and necklaces her store sold. At 
first her orders came solely from her friends 
and family supporting her business, but in July 
she received her first order from a stranger. 
Seeing that order filled Aliza with a feeling of 
excitement and gratitude that her hard work 
was paying off. That one order gave her the 
confidence to start expanding her company to 
reach more people. 

Aliza founded her handcrafted jewelry 
company For June Co. in the summer of 2020, 
and since then she has had hundreds of or-
ders. She makes the pieces herself and sells 
them for $10 to $20 varying on the piece. She 
also donates 10 percent of its sales to non-
profits like Givelight Foundation, Second Har-
vest Food Bank and American Red Cross. 

“I wanted to start For June Co. because 
I had lots of time during the start of quaran-
tine and wanted to do something productive 
and impactful with it,” Aliza said. “I’ve always 
wanted to start a business that donated back 
to the community, so I took the opportunity to 
start For June Co.”

She spent four months setting up 
the store before its launch in June. 
Those first few months entailed set-
ting up an e-commerce website for 
the store as well as the company’s 
social media and reaching out to 
people and introducing them to her 
products via Instagram. 

“It was a learning process,” she 
said. “I’m really glad to have taken 
these steps because I feel so much 
more experienced now.”

Once she got the store running, she spent a 
minimum of seven hours a week managing the 
different aspects of it.

One of the most time-consuming parts of 
the job is making all the earrings and necklac-
es she sells. She has a manufacturer make the 
parts of all the jewelry, but she herself spends 
hours assembling each piece. 

Aside from making the jewelry, Aliza also 
had to manage the budget and money her 
company makes.

Each month she does an expenses to in-
come breakdown to figure out how much to 
spend on making new products, packaging 
them, and how much of her profits she will 
donate.

“Running the company included a lot of be-
ing on my toes for everything,” Aliza said. “At 
the beginning it was the work of getting ev-

erything running, and after that it was continu-
ing working on how to grow and reach more 
people.”

She has sent her jewelry to influencers such 
as Ashley Alexander and Vanessa Nagoya, who 
then advertised the jewelry to their audiences 

of hundreds of thousands of teenage 
girls.

She also photographs and posts 
her friends modeling her pieces.

Even after almost a year, Aliza is 
still doing all of the work by herself 
and not farming it out to assistants.

In order to balance her commit-
ments, Aliza allocates certain days for 
working on her company. She plans 
her schedule ahead of time, dividing 
her time between school work, extra-

curriculars and her company.
Aliza’s company ties in to her interest in 

economics, which is what she will be studying 
in college. She thinks it will help her make her 
business stronger as she goes forward.

Aliza plans to start expanding her busi-
ness during the summer. She said she will be 
searching for a new manufacturer that en-
sures the materials she uses are made ethi-
cally. Aliza said she will also try to make For 
June Co. more eco-friendly by using packaging 
that is reusable or recyclable. Her website and 
cataloge will be updated as well. 

“I’m ecstatic to focus solely on my business 
this summer,” she said. “It really feels like one 
of the only times where I will be able to fully 
immerse myself into something I really enjoy 
building.”

NEXT Trevor Noah &
Awkwafina

SHAHMUN JAFRI

AND MORGAN BRUUN-JENSEN
Runner-up: Lukas Peng

NEXT Steph Curry &
Diana Taurasi

CAMERON KING
AND IRIS LEE

Runners-up: Tyler Chu, Jane Loo

NEXT Michael Phelps &
Katie Ledecky

TOMMASO MORINI BIANZINO

AND NEEYA DEVANAGONDI
Runners-up: Lukas Peng, Neeti Badve

NEXT Tiger Woods &
Annika Sorenstam

MICHAEL BURRY
AND JANE LOO

Runners-up: Geoffrey Jing, Iris Lee

HIDDEN GEMS
Senior sells JEWELRY online

LAST JUNE,

— Aaria Thomas

Courtesy of @forjuneco on Instagram

Zaman

Junior Nandini Desai models Aliza’s chain link 
earrings and a colorful necklace for the For 
June Co. website and Instagram page.
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ON CAFETERIA FOOD: “The cookies are the best.”- Juan Vintimilla30

NEXT Cristiano Ronaldo
& Megan Rapinoe

FABIAN ALVARADO  
AND MICHELLE LIM

Runners-up: Nolan Chen
and Leila Chaudhry

NEXT Davante Adams

KELLY HUESBY
Runner-up: Ryan Gilligan

NEXT Amanda Gorman

MANASI GARG
Runner-up: Helena Lee

NEXT Timothee Chalamet
& Saoirse Ronan

ASHWIN SARATHY 
AND FRANCESCA FERNANDES

Runners-up: Chloe Hsieh 
and Stephen Ludwig

   time on their 
hands, many students found ways to con-
nect with friends during quarantine by 
playing online games. Stefano Corno took 
that one step further by making his own.
Stefano has always wanted to program 
video games because his father didn’t like 
him playing games. 
 “Whenever he saw me gam-
ing, he would say, ‘It’s way more 
fun to be the one programming 
the games than the one playing 
them,’” Stefano said. “That has 
always stuck with me.”
 Stefano first learned how to 
program in Java during his fresh-
man year through robotics and 
taking a course taught by Sriram Rao, 
a local tutor. He then started “messing 
around” in Java using the Swing library, 
a graphical user interface (GUI) widget 
toolkit, and tried to create a few simple 
games. Stefano also tried using Unity, a 
cross platform game development plat-
form, but could never really understand 
how to use it. 
 Later using another game develop-
ment platform called Godot, Stefano cre-
ated an online version of Pong and this 
spring was working on a 3D game about 
pirates. 
 He also wanted to participate in 
“game jams,” which are timed competi-
tions in which participants code a video 
game from scratch.
 He avoided game development en-

gines because he wanted to see how he 
could structure a game by himself.
 “Another main catalyst for game 
development was just playing Minecraft a 
lot,” Stefano said. “And since it’s basically 
open source with all the mods and it’s 
one of the few major games programmed 

mainly from scratch in Java, I 
thought it might be interesting to 
see what I could do with Java as 
well.” 
 Most of the games he codes are 
experimental and are not fun to 
play. 
 “When I approach game de-
velopment, I don’t do it with a 
specific end goal or game idea in 

mind,” Stefano said. “I like game devel-
opment and programming in general 
because it’s a way to explore what goes 
on behind the scenes in computers. I use 
games as a vessel to explore cool stuff I 
want to learn more about.”
 In college, Stefano would like to ad-
vance his interests in computer science 
through theory or math to develope his 
game hobby.
 “I’m really interested in combinatorics 
and applying it to logic. Think of Mine-
craft redstone computers,” Stefano said. 
“I plan to still make games in college 
casually, and in fact I’m hoping to be 
inspired by my studies to make a cool 
puzzle game or something.”

WITH NEWFOUND FREE

— Andrew Li and Alan Zu

GAME LAUNCH
Senior codes his own Video 
Game in his free time

Corno

Courtesy of STEFANO CORNO

The first island Stefano designed in his 3D video game Pirates was finished over spring break. 
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ON BAND CAMP: “What band camp?” –Stefano Corno 31

NEXT Yo-Yo Ma &
Lindsey Stirling

SAMUEL WONG
AND CELINE CHIEN

Runners-up: Brian Hwang 
and Danielle Moon

NEXT Lang Lang

JOSEPHINE CHOU
Runner-up:  Philbert Fan

NEXT Priyanka Chopra & 
Shah Rukh Khan

PROBY SHANDILYA
AND IRIKA KATIYAR

Runners-up: Mithil Chakraborty
and Isha Garlapati

NEXT Babe Ruth

PHILBERT FAN
Runner-up: Ryan Gilligan

Senior codes his own Video 
Game in his free time

BODY IMAGE
Senior helps students with 
embracing their bodies

      users often post 
their best, most flawless photos. On 
Bela Chauhan’s Instagram account @
corpamor, however, people post 
photos captioned with reflections 
about their own physical insecuri-
ties.
 In February 2020, Bela started 
the Instagram account @cor-
pamor to promote body positiv-
ity. 
 The Instagram handle comes 
from the Latin roots “corp,” 
meaning body, and “amor,” 
meaning love. As of April 4, the 
account has 25 posts and more 
than 200 followers.
 Users message the account 
with photos of themselves as 
well as a caption for the post. 
 Captions usually consist of 
users recounting how they 
got their insecurities and 
how they have grown to 
become more comfortable 
with their bodies over time. 
 One user, for instance, de-
scribed how she starved herself 
for a month when her then-boy-
friend made fun of her breasts, 
while another discussed how 
she grew to love a large birth-
mark on her arm.
 “I was hearing a lot of 
people feeling insecure about 
their bodies, whether it was 
in the locker rooms or the 
mall,” Bela said. “I’ve definitely 
gone through my own arduous 
journey towards self love, and 
I wanted to create a platform 
that helped support and guide 
others on that journey.”
 The purpose of the account is to help 
people embrace their insecurities and to 
give them a break from the normal me-
dia they consume — images of models 
and influencers who often have teams 

of photographers optimizing lighting 
and editors retouching photos to create 
the most flattering posts.

 “The portrayal of women (and 
men) in the media is a topic I could 
go on for hours about,” Bela 
said. “Most of what we see on 
social media isn’t real, yet a lot of 

people compare themselves 
to these unrealistic beauty 
standards and feel bad.”
 Going forward, Bela 
hopes that she can create an 
even more inclusive environ-
ment by having people of all 
genders contribute. 
 While the account has 
only had girls contribute 
so far, Bela said she is very 
grateful that many boys 
have expressed their sup-
port.
More than support mes-
sages, though, Bela said 

that the most gratifying part 
of starting this account was 

receiving messages and com-
ments from people that her 
content has helped them gain 
confidence. 
She believes that if she has 
helped even one person 
feel better about their 
body, her work has been 
worth it. 

 “It’s so wonderful 
to feel like something small I 

started is actually helping people,” 
Bela said. “Before COVID-19, peo-

ple would stop me in the hallways 
and thank me, or classmates would 
tell me how much they loved my 
account during passing periods. [My 

ultimate goal is for] people interacting 
with my account to feel good, included 
and beautiful.”

ON SOCIAL MEDIA,

—  Shama Gupta and Christine Zhang

Bela Chauhan
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ON TWO PRETTY BEST FRIENDS: “Always one of them gotta be ugly.”- Isaac Le 32
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ON SCHOOL BATHROOMS: “Do you mean the Juul Room?” – Eileen Bui 33

FLYING INTO THE FUTURE
And now, we are at the end of our journey, 

and at the beginning of a new era in our lives. 
To become the Avatar and defeat Firelord Ozai, 
Aang had to let go of his fear. To move forward, 
he held onto his past memories of the life with 
the Air Nomads that he lost, but also celebrated 
his new friendships. We’re also leaving behind 
our friends and favorite teachers and the life 
we’re comfortable with, but that doesn’t mean 
we won’t discover new joys in the future. 
Because we believe the class of 2021 can sAvE 
thE wOrLD (or at least make it a better place!)

Darwin Chow, Nathan Murthy and junior Jonathan 
Huang celebrate a touchdown at a home game against 
Los Altos High School on March 27. The Falcons went 
on to win the game 3-2. Courtesy of THE TALISMAN
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ON COLLEGE APPS: “WHY IS THERE AN ACTIVITY ESSAY??” – Isaac Sun34

UC San Diego, Fencing

Emory University,
Golf

Hawaii Pacific University, Soccer

Chapman University, 
Football

“I’m really looking forward 
to raising the level of 
my fencing and gaining 
more consistency in my 
performance with the 
increased competition.”

“I’m excited to be able to continue 
playing sports in college as they’ve 
played big part in my life. I also feel like 
it’s a great way to stay connected to the 
school and meet new people.”

“I am really excited to play collegiate soccer because 
the sport has been such a huge part of my life for 

as long as I can remember, and to be able to 
continue playing is really exciting.”

“College is going to be a great opportunity 
for me to showcase my abilities against 
some high level competition. I’m excited 

for the grind and the abundance of travel 
around the midwest and the south 

that comes with collegiate golf at 
Emory.”

JASON CHIN

MICHAEL BURRY

LEILA CHAUDHRY

KELLY HUESBY
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ON THE SHS PARKING LOT: “It’s like the Hunger Games Arena.” – Nitya Marimuthu 35

Chapman University,
Water Polo

Carleton College, 
Golf
“Becoming a collegiate athlete was 
a big dream and milestone of mine. 
I’m very excited to see how I can 
continue to advance and develop 
both my academic and athletic abili-
ties at the next level.”

“I couldn’t be more 
excited to play at the 
collegiate level with 
older, more experienced 
players. My college team 
doesn’t have much depth 
for my position, so I also 
hope I can be an impactful 
player as a freshman 
and continue to improve 
with the higher level of 
competition.”

“Being a student athlete has become 
an integral part of my life and I am very 
fortunate to be given the opportunity to 
further my academic and golf career at 
Carleton College. Playing collegiate golf 
will be a step up from high school, but I am 
more than ready to take on the challenge 
and dominate at this new level.”

“I’m looking forward to gaining more 
experience through the amazing facilities, 
coaches, and teams that we will compete 
against. It’s a huge step 
for me to play at the 
collegiate level, 
but I am extremely 
excited to improve, 
and look forward to 
competing against 
my sister and 
teammates in 

Wellesley College, 
Soccer

Carleton College, 
Golf

LEILA CHAUDHRY

KELLY HUESBY

GRACE STUART

ALBERT JING

MICHELLE 
LIM

GEOFFREY JING

All graphics by ROHAN KUMAR
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ON “BELOVED”: “Toni Morrison is now one of my most Beloved authors.” – Manasi Garg36

COLLEGE MAPS
Based on an optional survey sent 
before May 1. To see the class of 
2021 decisions page with more 
recent decisions, scan the QR code:

UNIVERSITY OF 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Nolan Chen
Stefano Corno

Allison Ha
Irika Katiyar
Irith Katiyar

Cameron King
Julian Lee

Dylan Overby

ARTCENTER 
COLLEGE OF DESIGN

Eunseo Ryu

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE 
OF TECHNOLOGY

Enoch Luk

UC SANTA BARBARA
Krish Chaudhary

Chloe Hsieh

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY
Kelly Huesby
Grace Stuart

UCLA
Neeti Badve

Mithil Chakraborty
Isabelle Lee

UC SAN DIEGO
Jason Chin
Audrey Lee

Jessica Song

UC RIVERSIDE
Anya Jobalia

CALIFORNIA STATE 
UNIVERSITY, CHICO

Mya Banta
Eileen Bui

UC BERKELEY
Wilson Fung

Allison Hartley
Riya Jain
Tia Jain
Iris Lee

Matthew Luo
Rohan Kumar
Urmila Vudali
Grace Wang

Oliver Ye
Shauna Zahabi
Christine Zhang

Alan Zu

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Katie Dimock

Francesca Fernandes
Manasi Garg
Anthony Qin
Henry Weng

SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY
Tushar Shrivastav

Imaan Qureshi
Kaitlyn Yu

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Connie Ma
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ON 75-MINUTE CLASSES: “Still 75 minutes too long.” – Rohan Kumar 37
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ON MR. TYLER: “My second father.” – Eileen Bui38

Arash Amiri: Gnag- vibe gang, disc, ecar, mod vs blaze, 
mc, ty for everything (AK, GJ, HG, TS, AN). AC: Stuck 
around since 6th, stocks, Cabo, Betz, and Wu. ChillaX. 
AP: Since Shoemaker and cupcake boy. AN: BC and Betz 
corner p4, couldn’t be better. HG: ye, bean, Yes, but 
actually no. GJ+AK, am to pm shifts, jamba runs, best 
chocolate milk, and pogo. MC: Blasberg wouldn’t have 
been the same without. OK, from Yeilding to four years 
of track, chess, clash royale (rakmo), Everest, and pickup 
ball with AQ, summers were lit. IB + SS: Bball every night 
of summer to apcs and spanish, a long journey #going 
lupae. MB: cram sessions before bio and health unfor-
gettable. AX: From getting split up in chem to random 
roses, always unexpected. AB: Yim P6 was a ride, enjoy 
ur Rams and Lakers. AS, OnePlus representer. KK: Lunch 
visits, random screams, spam, beanies left to right, and 
Fortnite, ty. AZ: ty for all the assists and craziness and vol-
unteer late night partner. AJ + GJ: Absolute duo since 6th, 
thanks for coming back. AP: HuLLo + meep + TRD. RH: ty 
for sticking around rain. Thank you for all the memories 
we created on this unforgettable ride: AZ, AK, GJ, HG, TS, 
AN, AC, AP, MC, OK, AQ, GJ, AJ, SJ, AV, IB, SS, AP, IC, AX, 
AB, KK, AS, AJ, GJ, RH, and AP.

Neeti Badve: SMD: kongs will never be the same without 
us :(( + let’s start a yawn chain! AJ: you and DEEMOOON 
have a special place in my heart. cant believe you 
sacrificed your left toe for turkeys, flying eagles take the 
cake + yes, out of all the ppl in the world, including…. 
SG: coffee spill is meant for slander. come ride giraffes 
w me + we can take annual pics of me carrying you. ND: 
we have to keep TD secret for the rest of our lives + let 
me worship your temple pls. coffee time? IG: wow you’ve 
grown since we were little dots, but 5 am chats are the 
way to go babe JP: “baby” pics, beauty and the beast, 
+ spongebob swimsuit JR: oop! that’s the wrong one! + 
JASMINDER! NN: 1 second lag, learn coed, maybe don’t 
read the summary for once, stop being a know it all, add 
to the song chart + strong rishi RK: rohan fact— song of 
the day will continue, aj dillon will have quads, + my stick 
drawings remain superior, sincerely, your muse AD: don’t 
forget cucumber, pineapple, and you being the prettiest 
princess in all the land PS: blast some bhangra and sonu 
for me + no elephant related activities in college MC: our 
scream singing should win awards + “i stg if you fix your 
hair one more time” CZ: you’re the alpha to my alpheta 
+ the I to my D <3 LP: “i miss michael” gang + thanks 
for attempting to be my golf teacher AC: math without 
me is gonna be so boring AS: how are you such a player 
+ please learn to drive IK: hopefully LA makes learning 
positioning easier for you :)) IK: wanna do mirchi w me? 
+ thanks for always being confused w me NM: how am i 
supposed to take harp in college without you? + fro-yo! 
JG: god help us if we take physics in college + Pop See Ko! 
OK: hey big bro, try to actually eat smthg in college BNB 
ang: wow i can’t believe we actually did that AS: i require 

name creds for all firecracker related merchandise CZ: 
keep that belles hw in your mems NEWSsqd: no more de-
lirious neeti at deadline nights lying down on the brown 
sofa SG: from mt. ham and the window to the amazing 
food and red sticks in the jar, play some RIOPY :)) 

Morgan Bruun-Jensen: MAB Thank you for always stick-
ing by my side, luv you always<3 and thank you Ms.Taylor 
for everything you have done for me. 

Mithil Chakraborty: Browntown - AMD XVI, beauchamps, 
KMP, BJ’s, BnB, skyline, drives, taco bell, etc, thanks for 
all the memories guys, def the highlight of hs. NS+AD 
- ______ for president! def gonna miss the countless ft 
calls. PS+IK+NB+JR+IG+IK - BnB was a blast with you guys 
these past 4 (esp this yr) planning was def a headache 
(3 AM zooms) but it was finally worth it. IL - high school 
was crazy but thanks for always being a real one. ND - 
LBF, i hope i keep my shlid in check. PS - my SRK. always 
supporting, one of the funniest guys i know. AJ - thanks 
for the rides and always being there (+post, sidewalk, 
shlid, etc). JK - such a funny guy/fob. IG - brrr. CP - tennis 
for 4 years was super fun (s/o to venmo and cashapp) 
KV - for all the magnificent, bizarre times. IL+AJ+AP - 
vroom. AD - gonna miss the deep debates on random 
topics. NC - since the argo days, always a fun time when 
you’re around. next clix? AP - abhippo. hope we meet 
up in BLR soon. KC - ballinallday. laugh gets me every 
time. also i’m better at table tennis. AG - such a nice guy 
man, kill it a waterloo. SM - from IT to shawn mendes, ik 
you’re gonna do big things. LP - chef. AS+AS - can always 
count on you both since day 1. AR+KJ - music recs and 
giving the best advice through all the stress. Tamasha - 
def gonna miss fugitive and all the practices. CK+DL+NC 
- my asiantown boys. steph, embiid, and draymond in 
disguise? AS - from argo to basis to now, toiling through 
school has been fun. OS - bnb posterchild. Afghan - miss 
you guys and bio (-methyl). DM - taking advantage of 
subs was so fun. AM+NN - rishi kumar+hasan minhaj at 
wisco! NB - she just moved to LA! (go bruins) JR - aka 
aparna. so glad tamasha was a success. AB - the dame 
that does bhangra. AS - what’s the hw? AA - blasberg. 
NS+AD+NC+CK+JL+DL+PF+JG+TC - shoutout to the 
fantasy boys #jmorant. NS - homie for life. i hope you get 
your license soon. no more burgers. SHS - thanks for an 
awesome 4 years.

Neelay Chakravarthy: XVI - We ain’t ever forgetting, imma 
tell my grandkids PS was Kobe Isaac Chang Gnag- ty 
for all the good mems crush the next 4!!! GJ-ty for being 
a real homie HG-keep on being poggers in LoL AK-good 
mems from ucd+hype 4 next 4!!!! IC-ty for all the mems 
piano legend RK- keep on being roro AP-ty for all the 
mems+calc+hs MC-ty for all HS mems+keep on being a 
legend at HS MT-ty for all the mems and laughs MG- ty for 
apush and 11h strugs lil hood SY-u a real one bro + keep 
on being tuff AP-ty for physics strugs AN-keep on being 
litty ditty AA-ty for being funny 2nuts-keep on being 2nuts 
JS-ty for the oppty to play for jb2 KN-ty for humor and 
being awesome CL-ty for passion RK+CZ+OY+EL+AS+JH+
AX+SW+EZ+3NM+AA+AW+JX ty for sb mems 

Ankita Chatterjee: DH+KL+EA+TH +HB+MW+FF+AW - ty 
for getting me through the last 2 years of HS <3

Krish Chaudhary: Shoutout browntown

Katie Chen: SW- my ride-or-die, so happy ur coming w 
me to college, screaming schedules lunch bathroom 
runs LATTEA we def need a new boba shop meetup in 
NY metro >> car LT-  my bestie ilysm ft me all the time in 
college 45 cameos and counting in ur one sec/day vid :) 
i want weekly updates abt ur life hehe RG- my day one 
since eighth grade dragging u to yakulis getting ready for 
dances ur amazing at eyeshadow & best photog gonna 
miss u sm in college but i will call u often for advice MW- 
could not have made it thru senior yr without you love 
our three convos on diff platforms w 50+ unopened sc 
vids we need to stay in touch ill be ur tour guide when 
u come to ny:) IS- walks w codi, sunsets, FOOD, dw 
ull always be number 1 over codi :)) ty for driving me 
everywhere and taking me to sm yummy food places ur 
hoodies r cute but ill always like the bomber jacket best 
:)) NC- 18 years and counting don’t miss me too much at 
college i’m the better twin TC- my chauffeur ty for always 
being willing to drive to my house to get me i owe u more 
rides than i can count CZ- my fav teacher, badminton 
partner, person to tease expect lots of help texts in col-
lege! MG- dont be late to college classes pls come visit me 
in ny :) DL- only uber i’ve ever been in alone PF- eyeliner is 
diff from mascara MW+TC+PF- gonna miss sunday squad 
in ny sm more viewpoints to explore SW+DL+TC- roast 
chat singing in the car needs to be a requirement *cough 
dylan JC- ily bio bud couldn’t have passed bio w/o our late 
night study/rant sessions CZ- my asb prez i will always call 
u to wake u up WF- tysm for all the sb and food deliveries  
JG- boba is good feed ur addiction AZ- wouldn’t have 
made it thru outreach jco and nhd w/o u WF+AG- davey’s 
favs pls call on someone else IL+MW+AH+GH+TW- can’t 
have asked for a better commission gl with BFS next yr! 
CZ+EL+AM+DH- asb fam we made it thru the millions of 
zoom calls ty for an unforgettable year!

Nolan Chen: NP- oscar my new best friend now. ND is al-
ways 2nd to me. one of the few ppl whose advice i will ac-
tually listen to. tpumps for life. DL- homies since the ayso 
days. cracked tuesday lunches. everytime we hang we go 
crazy like atkins nhd squad- we are…Lazy, Great, Blue, 
Trap, Queens (subtle eh?) robbed of internationals no 
question.  soccer team- go sicko mode next year. thanks 
for making my last season a good one. TC- let’s try to take 
the right exit this time lmao MC: walmart steph curry. 
most down to earth person i know NS: my fantasy sports 
rival. we will debate mini zion again best of 7. AD: hof 
comedian. undefeated 4 am brawl star duos. CK,TC,DL: 
this is rocket leagueeeee. the OG gaming squad. KC: nerd 
alert. we’ve had our ups and downs, but you’ll always be 
my little sis. SW: ripstick laoshi.  JL,JG,IS,AS,DL,CK,TC,PF: 
everything i could ask for in a squad. pickup ball, avalon, 
poker, secret santa, the vibes are through the roof.  IS: 
my big bro. kura sushi goated. we be like socrates and 
aristotle in our late night talks. watch out for these hands. 
find me in LA so we can go food hunting. JL: brothers 
since day 1. my go to guy to do anything. skating, roofing, 
exploring, you alr know. 4 years of soccer been unreal. 
late night hangs we keep it real. taught me to live life. one 
of the few ppl id take a bullet for and even fewer ppl who 
i consider part of my family. IL: my other half. knew you 
were special the second we started talking. singlehand-
edly turned what could easily have been a year id rather 
forget into a year ill always remember. thank you. for the 
endless smiles you put on my face every single day. for 
making me a better person. for the inside jokes, sneaking 
out, insane photoshoots, late night talks and much more 
than words do justice. you are irreplaceable. remember 
that.

On Ants: 
“Ew”
–Alekhya Vadlakonda

On Country Music: 
“Don’t listen to 
country music.” 
– Lukas Peng

On Being A SSS: 
“Surprisingly 
anticlimactic” 
– Ritika Garg

I, being of sound mind and body, HEREBY DECLARE... 
SENIOR WILLS
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ON LUNCH: “Gordan Ramsay’s recipe for a speeding ticket” – Jason Chin 39

Emily Choi: iLOB: thx for only getting meetfresh only 
when i don’t wanna, and bean-dipping some sense into 
me, but also corrupting my pure integrity by making me 
stoop down to ur dirty dirty levels. i sorry i move :( at 
least now u escape maddie’s protruding nose and humpty 
dumptys bowl: what a great bowl. you’re not plastic, 
you’re ceramic. you can survive through extreme heat 
and pressure and you always hold my soup. #ihatecon-
gressspringsnow #ihopeyouareenjoyingtheeggcooker 
bangtan4ever: naneun jk gyeolhon halgeoya. AND 
hangook chinguneun gajang chinhan chingu hehe einstein 
bitz+josie: i’m so glad we could expand our friendships on 
the mutual hatred of everyone in our class, except each 
other <33 total women gym and spa: rip. but also give me 
and my friends out $$ bk  spirit co: bro we were so great. 
if there was an MVP award it would go to us. don’t be 
nervous for next year!! be excited bc u guys GOT THIS!! 
#ifeverythingfailsthenjustmakeapostingsched”

Josephine Chou: TJ + IK + UV + AZ- gonna miss carpool 
karaoke + starbucks runs love you guys thanks for keep-
ing me sane for 4 years. Buzz beetch LY + MJ + MK + VW- 
y’all are amazing officers gl with sr and jr  yr + recruiting 
<3 Thank you IK + WF for carrying me through chem there 
were som rough times. MW- Will miss our snap-rants and 
trusting your a+ driving skills. CP + JK + SM - keep killing 
it in orchestra! EC + TH+ SJ- Will miss struggling together 
on  physics labs. KC- thanks for late night bio study seshs 
ily RG+ AZ- we on our way to becoming future docs and 
sound cloud rappers ;) CC + DM- #teamsuho PF- thicc 
breadstick LP- heyyy rona buddy GH- send me pictures 
of your frog cakes EL + CZ- you guys have the superior 
cheeks IL + IS + AL + AS + NM + RJ ty for all the moral 
support :)

Tyler Chu: I want to thank all my friends for the memories 
I shared with them. GOAT chat (CK + IS + JG + AS) - 
shoutout to the basketball guys for all the times we 
played together whether it was a game, practice, or 
screwing around in someone’s backyard or at a park. 
Also sleepovers were super fun cuz we gotta play bball, 
video games, and have late night talks until I passed out 
and then randomly woke up 30 min later to rejoin the 
convo. Gang gang chat (CK + IS + JG + AS + NC + DL + PF 
+ JL) - thanks for the homies: everytime we hung out was 
something special and I had a ton of fun playing sports or 
games. We always passed the vibe check and got to be 
ourselves around each other. I love yall even if one of you 
throws an Avalon game. Lol chat (KC + SW) - thank you 
for being my best girlfriends throughout high school and 
for all the conversations and hangouts that we had over 
the years. You were the most consistent for hw help cuz 
can’t trust the guys to have work done until late night. 
Finally thanks to everyone who showed up for my 16th 
bday party. That day was awesome cuz I gotta have a 
pool party and spend the entire day with all my friends. 
We had an amazing run together. Good luck to all of us in 
the future!

Stefano Corno: AZ+EN+BN+RA+SJ+MG+BC-Gougar Gang 
:DDDD MJ-Thank you for literally everything AL+MG+ML-I 
carried you in Keys KK-I carried you too but now it’s your 
turn MG+BN+EN-Tickey

Neeya Devanagondi: SMD: My goal in life is to get 6/6 
HAH.. love you guys long time<3 AJ: I told my mom 
you’re my best friend :) 7th grade me was psychic. No, 
people don’t wear pasties when they swim. NB: Hug 
me like I’m your mom I dare you.. 8 years of friendship 
so I don’t know how I’m gonna survive without you SG: 
Already getting excited for us to visit each other. Let’s do 
everything in our notes this summer LOL. IG: Dean and 
Guppy 4ever. Try not to get too tan in college. Love you 
like a brother. JP: So hard to eat food without laughing 

at you… still can’t believe we deleted their whole bridge 
project. JR: Pretty hair and the counter? Stay safe and ___ 
my friend <3 TJ: Can’t believe a T-pose started our whole 
friendship… try to be social in college and def call me :). 
MC: Hopefully your hair gets better during college #sh-
lid… get ready for a hug when you’re back!! LP: Survived 
mantoogly only because of you. Let’s get hotdoggers? 
You are beautiful. AP: We all know you’re a lizzo fan. TMB: 
I knew all along that you were gonna be a husky. Love 
you always. AN: love our matching balls… You’re the only 
reason I survived HIF. Come visit me :) 

Katie Dimock: choir gang!!!! I’ll miss all of u so so 
much & juniors, i’ll be at all the events next year ;) 
viva voce scarlatto! IK+IK+DS+HL+AZ+SM+IQ more 
island adventures await my lovely bruised ichthyosaurs 
EC+CZ+JZ+SJ+TH+WF+KY nguyen & ritchie crew SZ bb 
:3 SM it’ll be hard to text 24/7 wo 4 classes together but 
we’ll be joined in booktok spirit ilyyy GO+VG srsly no clue 
what i’d’ve done without y’all since moving here, this year 
has been sorely lacking in poolside five guys :( love u both 
w all my heart and i’m vv proud of us <333

Francesca Fernandes: LG+AR+KJ+AZ+SM+AS+DS - y’all 
make my day every day <3 sm memories & laughs and 
i wouldn’t want it any other way <3 stop roasting me 
doe :); LG - my personal Uber!; KJ+AZ - unholy trinity 
forever; SJ - RIDE! OR! DIE! I LOVE YOU more than you 
could ever know; AC - don’t stop the physics grind; 
IS+SJ - homies! STOP BEING BUSY! but ty for the support 
during college app szn :’) ; LP - b00ks? ty for indulging my 
obsession;  EA+CH+MK - MY DRAMA GORLS ILYILYILY; 
GT+MW+JC+IK+MN+NK+SS - s/o for keeping me sane! 
love y’all <3; drama & choir - there’s never a dull moment. 
thanks for the hype moments, the random singalongs, 
and the never-ending rehearsals. so much love <3 

Wilson Fung: AD+SL+EF+KC+HM+RB+GP: glll with yb 
next year! (AD I have the most faith in you, you got this! 
(sorry the other 3 oop) // TH: we literally carried the staff 
this year, sorry for getting on ur nerves S1 but it worked 
out // DH: ily my ASB prez + Interact Prez, etc. and my 
child who’s older than me, thanks for helping me out so 
much this year and ill miss our skateboard/scooter rides 
around and I will never forget your sexy baseball catch 
;) // AG+KC: don’t think I could’ve survived shark tank or 
Davey in general without y’all, will never forget spending 
more time complaining about shark tank rather than 
actually doing the work and “what can you do at 18?” 
bank? presidency??? // CZ: love our panic trying to find a 
roommate, the struggle is real XD // AZ: making Tiktoks 
on the roof of my car during ur tennis game was honestly 
hilarious, please help me with my fashion and lets film 
more tiktoks // MW: I actually could not have gotten 
through senior year without u bruh, ur not fat just huge 
;) im still waiting for that hug, hope ur mom lets u stay in 
the dorms  // IS: my only big bro, still can’t believe we’re 
finally graduating, you were supposed to go to college 
with me but I guess I’ll let you kill it at Northwestern or 
Cornell idk (atm ur still being indecisive af) maybe you’ll 
end up going to Cal with me at this rate LMAO, ily wher-
ever u go // my fav junior AC: even though you were bad 
at texting back and couldn’t go out much and forgetting 
my birthday, ty for being there for me because I really 
don’t know if I would be here without you, if u need help 
next year, lmkkk ily

Ritika Garg: neuro fam - ty for being there from the very 
start and for all the ups and downs; KC - ily the absolute 
most, thank u for all the tea spilling sessions + super long 
facetime calls; SW - my fellow ssss + ride or die + wifey 
forever, ty for always making me smile + being my sara-
toga day one; LT - luv u cutie, ty for teaching my how to 
pose in pics ;) so grateful for our friendship; KC+SW+LT - i 
love u my girlies, can’t even imagine high school without 
you guys + go kill it at college; JC - you absolute angel, ty 
for being someone i can always rely on, so so thankful we 
had 5 classes in soph yr; LA trip homies - ty for the most 
unforgettable 5 days + for nights on the roof + the ~deep-
est~ and most memorable conversations; IK+AZ+UV - the 
absolute best neighborhood biking squad; TJ+PF+IS 
+DL+TC+CK - so thankful for our 4 yrs of memories and 
laughs <333

Justin Guo: I, Justin Guo, a resident of the State of 
California, Saratoga, declare this to be my Senior Will 
and Testament, and revoke all previous wills and codicils 
made by me, either jointly or severally. I give my personal 
property and effects described below to: To IS, I leave my 
first unborn child and two bags of Hot Cheetos. To AS, I 
leave my entire Hearthstone collection. To CK, I leave the 
400 Meltan candy in my Pokemon Go inventory. To DL, I 
leave one lightly used Christian Wood. To JL, I leave Mer-
lin and two fail cards. To NC, I leave a can of Coke. To TC, 
I leave my five inch vertical so you can finally dunk. To PF,  
I leave a layer of frosting to go with all that CAKE. To AH, 
I leave haha lol. To WY, I leave my deepest condolences 
for all those missed breakaway layups. To MG, I leave 
three inches of my height so you’re normal.  To CZ, I leave 
another three inches of my height as well. To KC, I leave 
one order of Lattea pearl milk tea. To VL, I leave my self 
degrading humor and affinity for bad jokes To TH, I leave 
my frontal lobe so you can make bad puns even better..
okay? okay. To JZ, I leave The Waffle, ten cartons of milk, 
and a medium rare steak. To LS, I leave my slightly less 
chaotic sleep schedule. To NB, (as specially requested) I 
leave the rights to my Physics Song of the Day. I, Justin 
Guo, the testator, sign my name to this instrument, this 
23rd day of April, 2021. I declare that I sign and execute 
this instrument as my Senior will, that I sign it willingly, 
and that I execute it as my free and voluntary act. I de-
clare that I am of the age of majority or otherwise legally 
empowered to make a will, and under no constraint or 
undue influence. 

Ajay Gupta: PS - keep killing the game bro. AMD, NYE, car 
talks… kept it real these past few years. expect visits MC - 
actual legend. first part of SF was sus but let’s do it again. 
stay out of debt KJ - tb to 8th grade soccer. been there 
thru it all, got robbed in fantasy, show me around Boston 
sometime AP - jokes about ___ and ____ (and ____) will 
literally never get old. thx for keeping me sane during 
bnb prac AR - thx for the clutches in sheehy, keys, and 
gov NS - congrats Charli AZ - still beta AN - soph red days, 
bio final project NN - always there for the real talks. can’t 
wait for niners-hawks next szn (bc it’s not gna be close) 
KC - physics calc and ofc spanish finesses were legendary 
LT - crazy journey from starting on the wrong foot to link 
crew gang. A-Team top tier, let’s get chipotle again. ND 
+ GH - go crazy w bhangra and ASB next yr, questionable 
oxygen in rocks, fine ig it’s a cowboy hat NC - bio and 
apes finesse. GL in LA AY - bc (at least part of it) wouldn’t 
have been the same w/o you. get your license soon 
IK - literally the most patient person I know... you’re 
gna kill it at USC pls keep in touch! NB - that song is still 
playing on repeat promise I’ll memorize the lyrics soon 
SW - Charlinuton, p cool physics revamp worked out 
LP - my man… you made rush and english so much more 
entertaining. don’t get sick again tho KC + WF - Davey’s 
favs always. fr got me thru gov without going crazy. also 
ST clutch and Starbucks when? SJ - junior skit so goated. 
wish we got round 2 senior year JL - BRO so glad you 
joined calc last yr. so many deep talks; whole journey 
with ____ (and sort of _____) was… something. hope 
the roommate search goes well IS - 1am bio finesse to the 
endless college talks, thx for being a homie and always 
there to talk abt anything. you literally popped off this 
year. come visit WLoo RG - good luck. make me proud. 
you got this :)

On Detention: 
“Got my first detention notice 
on March 17th and then went 
into lockdown the next day. 
W.” – Isaac Sun

On Freeways: 
“I’ve learned how to eat 
Chow Mein and drive. And 
I’ve only crashed twice.” 
– Eileen Bui

On Gov: 
“Scary. You can’t look the 
wrong way without getting 
called out by Mr. Abe.” 
– Rohan Kumar
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ON THE JUNIOR PARKING LOT: “I’ve nearly died there three times.” – Kaitlyn Tsai40

Allison Ha:  DM-my day one #flowers&spices+thru it all 
together<333 IL-stay bevvy&never graft+ily w my ENTIRE 
heart #r&j#hamlet#geton#buzzin AH-allison^2&bobert^2 
forever+ty for 13 yrs of laughter+u are my rock<3 DI-you 
are my everything<3#swag#kanye#jojo#feet#cba#dab 
DL-one shoulder only pls ty ;) MBJ-best concert buddy 
in the world and more<33 IG-noplansnofriendsnoprob-
lemletsjdrive. ILY the absolute mostest. LC+JR-never 
stop flexing that fhockey lifestyle!!#confused NC-ty for 
shstv grind together+yay for the next 4! KS-favorite 
neighbor ever! SG-#wannago? u have a special place 
in my heart<3 CZ+KY+CK-will miss chinesefam+making 
boba at 7am MBJ+MB+DA+DK+AA+GG+DM-ty for 
girls nights+sharpie tats AH+AP+SG+EH-#pawdown
#archie#asthma#gassed#bambi#nocrying#ladytipp-- 
TH+DM+EC+IL+JZ+KY+EL+SJ+CZ-my beautiful&intelligent 
ladies+#sowhatstheplan?? DI+JL+AZ+HM+KS-
#redcrossgang<3

Allison Hartley: AL-Gardening tools? Check. Rollerblades? 
Check. Hats? Check. Poop bags? Check. We’re good to go. 
Just remember, we’re gonna look back at this someday, 
and it’s going to be quite funny. (See: basketball in street, 
phone in wall) AP-bestie since Ms. Uthman’s class, you’re 
the best part of this movie. I’ve always got time for an 
Allison+Alyssa walk.... matcha ice cream rn? Thank you for 
throwing me in the fire... we will do the furious 40 before 
we go to college AH-my day 1, ty for A^2, H&H, explod-
ing eyelashes! our tears are contagious! Taylor>>track 
AL+AT+MG-hmm… how about Montalvo? EH+ML+AP-
scooter date? EH-We party hard. SG-49ers at 5:45? track 
at 7? Nobody beats you! MG-My partner in crime! High 
school wouldn’t have been high school without you. 
AT-my crochet & chef & art queen<3 ML-Give Benny a hug 
for me!  JG-Let’s finish the hike — I cherish our marriage. 
By the way, “”It’s fine.”” We’re all just pieces of meat 
floating on a rock in space. OY-Call me when you see the 
virtues of fast walking. Ty for sprots editing, FBLA dream 
team, and the occasional run. You will be a very eligible 
bachelor! CZ-you’re not crusty, you’re berkeley jerkeley! 
Ty for keeping me sane in junior yr <33 KT-Ty for being 
the best co-eic, fellow em-dash believer! KT+MG+RK-
power quad! Proud of us! SG+CZ-The BEST news eds! 
AY+AC+AN+JZ-So excited to see what you’ll do. You are 
fantastic eics! AY-Gatekeep, gaslight, girlboss. You amaze 
me. Can’t wait to see what you’ll do!  IL-ty for being my 
hype woman & reliable rock AM-6-woman JV team was 
the fittest I’ll ever be. OY+CZ-According to IBIS Worlds... 
we’ll always regret not doing Networking Concepts. We 
are truly 3D thinkers. Falcon-TY for the most important 
hs experience+greatest team ever GirlUp-Ty for engaging 
with us and for your support, NK+VB you’ll do great! SJC-
Thanks for insightful discussions! FBLA-I’ll look for you all 
in Forbes! Neuro-Ty for the fascinating big brain meetings

Ryan Hsiao: MB-OS-AX-SJ-BK-CC-KC-WF-TH, ur all short 
and ugly. Love u guys. Gl to us as we go to college

Dora Hu: AD - rip creek goals, perhaps one day; AC - 

double handed handshake ftw!; CZ - thanks for all these 
years!; AL - here’s to another 4 years!; KC + MG + KT + CZ 
- bad gottem was fun :D;  AL + BL - baddy days were nice; 
PK - orch was fun!; RY - orch + baddy were fun w/ you; CZ 
+ NM + VH - let’s keep the gc alive; DL - dying + remember 
how old i am; TJ - the whole year of bio w/ you was fun!; 
IC - word blitz cool; TH + AL + RL - calc squad; ML - p.e. 
is suffering; CH - u & ur art are both super cool; GW - e11 
days with you were nice; VH - no specialized message 
for u bc i see you every day (this will change in the near 
future)

Tabitha Hulme: SJ- my best friend, thank you for open-
ing my snap rants and our spontaneous beach trips, 
life would not be the same without u  EL- BEBE! i can’t 
believe u convinced me to be teen dr. phil because now 
this is my only identity  
EL+AM- today’s menu for life  EC- my favorite horse girl 
<3 CZ- my favorite moment with u is when katilyn was 
hitting that piñata and we both believed that there was 
a live hamster in there  DI- that ferret is gonna haunt u 
for life  
SJ+KY+EL+DM+JZ+CZ+IL+EC+AH- to never having a photo 
of all of us together <3

Alex Ison: “Those who break the rules are scum, that’s 
true, but those who abandon their friends are worse than 
scum.” -Hatake Kakashi (Naruto)

Daniel Izrailevsky: JL- yo AH- yo DM- yo SJ- yo MB- yo 
AX- yo RH- yo”

Shahmun Jafri: OH FUGGGGG A GOUGAR :DDDD FGG 

U DORDADO, I GRAJUADED :DDDDD I WOULD LIKE TO 

TANK AL, RA, MG, AZ, BN, EN FO A GR8 YEAR :DDDDD

Riya Jain: MJ - the best partner in crime for the last three 

years of this mess, gl next year ily <3 6165 - all hail totem 

joe IC+RE+MJ - mangoes >> any other fruit KL - 11 wild 

years later and we’re still here, thanks for everything my 

dude PK - ss is nothing without the viola gang JC - literally 

couldn’t have survived chem w/o you, say hi to willie for 

me :) CC - the best struggle buddy, have fun in boston! 

WL+XX - planet saving squad MT - 120 isn’t too high :’) 

AT - have fun in org meetings hehe WL+TJ+AL - calc squad 

never dies MB - maybe i do like you more than cosmo, 

tbd :)

KJ Jasti: Thank you RP, MA, SPG, AK, RJ, RP, TM, and 

UK for mentoring and supporting me. AR - love you bro; 

Humble origins: Mrs.Hamilton’s PreCalc. EPC-glad we 

met. Shout-out seniors AM, AG, AP, AR, NS, AD, AS, AS’, 

PS, FA1, FA2, SM, KC, IL, MC, KS. Peace.

Gautham Jeyasankarane: gnag - thanks for a great 4 

years. HG- a; is your window open? TS - ty for eating the 

presentation; nav is not good. AN - mc bros for life; we’ll 

play lucky in college, mr. sanjanastem. AA - there’s more 

to food than in n out. AK - hippity hoppity your house 

is now my property. IC - keep the ice in your veins. AP - 

T2ville gang; el no sabe; hey nightmare! AV -  I liked your 

podcasts. SW - i’m a x machine ready to reload; don’t 

forget your PSales roots. AK&AK - i like your jacket; learn 

to break a chain faster and stop biting motors. IC - where 

are the pipettes? T2 gang since rms orientation. SK - yes 

my printer is still broken. NN- headset god. NN- TODAY is 

coconut; hf in college, yo nands’s brother. SJ - shoohm. 

BW - sensei. AB - only lagaan style bowling. OK- roast my 

toast on the barbary coast with my ghee roast; see u at 

uiuc! I’ll see you guys on the battle bus.

Kirthana Jeyasankarane: AZ, AS, AR, DS, FF, LG, SM- I love 

you guys the most and thank you guys for all the memo-

ries  these past couple years! I am so grateful to call you 

guys my best friends and I can’t wait for us to start this 

new chapter of our lives and we r def having another dip 

and presentation night cuz the last one was too iconic . 

AZ-  a very special thank you for being my angel and my 

bestie and I would’ve never survived high school without 

you. I love you the most and im gonna miss getting 

churros every day from Jack in the Box. SM- for being 

my therapist since 8th grade, kdrama buddy, and fellow 

guava supremacist and I’m very honored to be your uber 

:). AT/SM/CS- clown college forever and ty for being the 

best anatomy buddies! AS- ty for going on cheese dog 

runs on Main Street with me and for being my bv buddy 

for 7 years. AR- ur always my number one even though 

u ditched me in senior and moved to Seattle smh but u 

mean the word to me and nothing can top summer 2020 

with you :>.AS/SP/AZ- love our midnight ft calls where we 

are all loopy and struggling to do hw. AS/AZ- we will for-

ever be the three musketeers and I love how we all share 

only one braincell when we hang out together.here’s to 

pulling more April fool’s pranks.AZ/FF- The Unholy Trinity 

will only get more unholy from here ;). SM/DS - somehow 

im always stuck w u two but that ok cuz ur my favorite 

uber clients. LG/FF/SM/DS - the skater/ ripstick gang.im 

gonna miss ripsticking with u guys down the School park-

ing lot at 9pm but only after eating denny’s for dinner 

ofc.  I LOVE U ALL AND IM GOING TO MISS U

Shannon Ji: homies squad (FF+IS): my ride or dies all 

throughout hs esp during college apps, love u two!! we’re 

making powerpoints for each other in college, okay! TH: 

ty for all the advice, laughs until we couldn’t breathe, and 

always being down for a spontaneous beach trip <3 MW: 

FROG i had sm fun drowning with u every year in the pool 

tysm for all the moral support during our locker room 

talks and our snack stash hehe always rmbr, “”YUHHH”” 

HH

II

On High School: 
“Wondering where 
my brain cells were.” 
– Vincent Lu

On Interesting Places: 
“The best place off campus 
is Quarry Park, because of 
the abundance of frogs.” 
– Stefano Corno

JJ
On the  J-room: 
“Always something 
new to smell.”
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ON THE FALCON: “The top 10 list always makes my day” – Jessica Song 41

;) RH: i wouldn’t have survived hs without u, literally. ty 

for always being there and the random 2am calls that 

always made me laugh. JZ+IL+EL+KY+EC+CZ+DM+AH: i 

love our crackhead energy and we should do spicy noods 

challenge again ilyy! BK: u beast ty for always pushing 

me to be my best and to stop procrastinating and sleep 

early. MK(swim son!)+LP+GS+SL+IL+ZT+BH+AY+SP+AP

: swim fam!! i’m glad we all got goggle tans together and 

our senior meet will be one i’ll never forget ily. SS+JH+BB: 

SPIRIT CO BEST CO so thankful i met u guys this year. 

UV: go us we survived basis trauma and now graduated 

hs together <3 AC+AZ+MC+JC+IK: rmbr meeting at new 

student bbq LOL u guys made freshman year so much 

better. CC: i still can’t believe our first interaction was u 

asking abt gabe but i’m so glad we noticed each other in 

frangieh. AW+ND+AD+FL: hey bio dumbbutts, although 

our hangouts can be chaotic (cough nakul), i had sm 

great laughs and memories with u guys. AZ: wifey i’m 

so glad u joined freshman pe what would i have done 

without u?? WF: boba run? boba run.

Anya Jobalia: SMD: i love you guys so much aaghhhh! NB: 

my deemoon forever. Tbt to that most likely to… Hey, 

can I offer u a banana maybe? Love u my fellow coffee 

addict(ps love ur grandiose laugh) ND:literally tell me 

how do we laugh for 4 hours non stop everyday. Neehaw 

like yeehaw. Does lil huddy still make ur… SG: My favorite 

herbivore! Ur style is everything and I’m gonna get you 

out of your comfort zone just you wait. IG: My go to 

poke buddy. My hypewoman. My favorite little giggler. 

Love ya:) JP: can we take a moment to appreciate our 

nun fits pls. JR:it’s Tarzan time!! Can’t wait to plan more 

adventures with u my little planning buddy. Also u have 

such pretty hair. IL: Can we go get some chick-fil-a fruit...

if u don’t drop it again. MC: hey u uber me around now! 

Speaking of...wanna drive me to ghosttown now. Pls and 

thank u. LP: love ya baefy;) thanks for introducing me to 

yummy delicious hotdogs. Logan loves u too. AP: happy 

today! Minigolf run it back. AP: meep the meepys away. 

We’re literally the most laughable ppl together. Hopefully 

next year i won’t be “gone from memory” RH: Jesus 

Christ our chick-fil-a order.  AdventureTime: 3am Denny’s 

French toast>>> DESquad: wangy. breadboarding. tacos.

Cameron King: Bball fam - never gonna forgot y’all GM, 

CLx2, NO, AS, JB, IB be great next year - underclassmen 

homies always fun kicking it with JL, ST, NP, MP y’all 

gonna miss me - GOAT squad and my day 1 homies TC, 

IS, AS, JG - apcs carries NN, HZ, YZ - Great America times 

SJ, LT - brown town sons NS, AD, MC - Avalon servants of 

Arthur always gonna be my family DL, NC, PF, TC, AS, JG, 

IS, JL thanks for being my best friends love you guys

Omkar Kulkarni: Electrifyingly enjoyable ;) yrs 

AQ+IS+AW+AA+JX+RY+HW+FL+AL+PK ty for everything 

ilyg ML+MG+SK+WH+AG bone squad gonna miss the 

lights boveo BY+NR+PP+HR+AA Lookout-Railroad memo-

ries got that adrenaline pumping, the grind continues 

AMD XVI 4 yrs of speeches and killer moves nvr gonna get 

old AL+AH+DS+DP Stafford-Halloween too much fun we 

def gonna play online MK+NB fam forever!

Rohan Kumar: AL+OY+AZ+TY+SM-The council of awe-

some peeps will never fall NM+JH+AA+EZ-u bois better 

carry on my scibowl legacy AX+SA+AA+AW-same for 

qbowl <3 AW-stop carrying the team so hard tho (also 

fa is bad) OY+AZ+CZ-epic cal gang we bedda do some 

cool stuff NB-i still need epic music and dance/costume 

footage in college pls keep sending OY-1v1 me chess, also 

thx for being such a cool dood <3 CZ-u needa reteach me 

footwork at cal PF+NM-feel like i’m leaving tmc in good 

hands <3 MW-why you so good at cs loll keep up the 

good work :D AA-keep up the godly math and science 

skillz :) JH-pls keep ctfs alive at shs :D AL+AX-thanks for 

carrying the cararraverse <3 MG+KT+AH-was epic working 

with u guys this year :DD PF+JH+SK+DJ-surviv at 6k? AQ-u 

better visit me from stanny <3 AW+AQ+WY+OS-keep car-

rying me in league and exposing me in my discord server 

pls AL-i expect the smp to be lookin very spicy in the near 

future AN-thanks for the editing :D AD-thx for saving my 

brain from deterioration in lang

Audrey Lee: JY: the loml and real stem scholar, go ju zi 

water and pls object=things >:( AH: bsf grab ur garden 

tools, phone is stuck in wall, ur sneezes r 10/10 in my 

hart AT: name twinsie, fix ur ft, lets go to concert, ur 

shining today girl keep it up!! MG: fav short friend, gj 

on license loll, working buddies! AH+AT+MG: ilysm 

bbs, bagel picnic @montalvo??! SG: hnng my ride or 

die, late-night drive? neighbors 4ever pls SG+RG+AR: 

cArPoOL<3 WF: kk chill nvm then BF: beat me in set u 

wont AY: fav co-teacher+makeup artist JL: <3bestie<3 

AM: maid of honor?? JL+AM+IL: bs squad :) JC: since 

day one! AP: og speech partner!! MG+SG+AP: original 

four<3 AP+DM+JC+BF+AH+SH: flowers and spices loll?? 

AH+AT+MG+KT+AP+CZ+AL+DH: drawing on wangs 

whiteboard + lunch debates + peace out im out + ty for all 

the laughs + excited 2 see wat amazing things ull do<33 

JY+AY: gl ur gonna kill it next yr!! Classof2021: ty for fun 4 

yrs + gl in all the things u do! 

Erica Lee: TH & AM-Yesterday’s menu, today’s menu, 

forever’s menu EC & DM-Lachimolala forever IL-U r 

the soose to my woose KY, SJ, JZ, CZ, IL, TH, EC, AH, 

DM-Rasputin?? ASBfam-bonding this sat? ChineseClub-

#freejellies

Isabelle Lee: “KW: teeheeee my loser (and my only 

friend). so much I could say but I donut want to cry 

(unless it’s in gym bathroom) or be bleh or beh or poo 

pee. pee poo only. STAY TOXIC #getgainslikebestieian 

CZ: we’ve only been friends for 3 days and all the phases 

we’ve been through... csgo, pissy izzy, scrumptilious fart, 

pineapple, csgo again, valorant/hatred toward everyone. 

see you in the bad place, my friend.  EC: I beyond appreci-

ate you being my support system. you the most down to 

earth person ik PERIOD!!! doesn’t matter how far we are, 

I’m only a text/call away.  KY: best wingwoman ever!!!! 

you make me pee myself with your jokes and I’ll never 

forget the memories we made (miss the days you took 

dumps in my bathroom).  AH: I love how we can talk 

about everything stay bevvy and NO MORE GRAFTING 

UNLESS FOR ME. EL: so so many fun memories with 

you. ty for picking up my night calls when I need pee/

get water hehe CALMMMM!!! DM+JZ: so glad to have 

had you guys to suffer through all those times together. 

STAY RICH, MY SHRIMPS!!! BK: appreciate those check-ins 

more than you know. have so much respect for you and 

you deserve the absolute best!!!!!! GH: you’re going places 

fosho. my sunshine in a bottle and I hope you never stop 

smiling!!! PF+JL: ik we disbanded but I’ll remember those 

late night eng11h grinds and I wish you both the best!! 

dance team: you guys mean so much to me and I’ll miss 

you with my whole heart. go kill it in the future!!!! pin me 

against a mushroom: y’all my bisses. I couldn’t have asked 

for a more fun group of sexies to go through hs with!!!! 

NC: singlehandedly carried my senior year. the bold first 

move, the sneaking out, the falling off roofs, the sunrises, 

the foodgasms, the jade rolling... try to name something 

more ICONIC. everywhere I go, there’s a little part of you: 

from our food places, to parks and reservoirs, to beaches, 

to foothill, to parking lots, to my house, the mall, highway 

9... even the gas station. my therapist, my hypeman, my 

best friend, my everything. thank you <3.”

Julian Lee: FMK

Jun Lee: Avalon Boys forever 

NC+IS+JL+TC+PF+DL+CK+AS+JG - 4 yrs with awesome 

and crazy moments & sums up everything that happened 

throughout the 4 yrs for me ngl; NC - bro ever since dc 

trip we literally were together the whole time, from lit car 

rides to Monterey trip, skateboarding, rooftop conversa-

tions, Benefit show, FBLA, soccer bus rides, going off for 

lunch, everything was so fun with u, my soccer homie, 

personal uber driver til i got my license, words can’t 

describe what u mean to me in words, thanks for sticking 

w/ me through all the highs and lows u the best ily; AX 

- from softball field to the tunnel, the zone, center, the 

9, the van, polaroids, foothill sneak outs stargazing and 

listening to kid kudi + late-night talks w/ portal 2, Terraia, 

watching Baby Driver and the mary jane, made countless 

memories of us being young wild&free, u turned a yr of 

boring quarantine into the times I will never 

KK

LL

On Mrs. Keys: 
“I love you, but I will 
never understand 
‘Beloved’ as long as I live.” 
– Allison Ha

On Life: 
“Trying to figure out 
what to do with it.” 
– Shauna Zahabi
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Karen Lei: NR - can’t believe we survived!! ty for nights of 
rants/random af discussions & ur welcome for carrying 
u thru hw smh ;)) keep in touch RJ - it’s been a loooong 
10 yrs from that fateful day in 2nd grade...thanks for all 
the memories + gl at berk! HB - vb has been sooo much 
fun w/ u these past 4 yrs from meme’ing chad to steve, 
tyy for stats/apush lunches, and here’s to wearing 10000 
layers of clothes in cold weather during college! AC - a2c 
shtposts r amazing & thx for keeping me alive during app 
season w/ that spotify playlist ;) we totally need to do a 
three-way meetup w/ HB in college AD+AK+AC - thx for 
sticking w/me in astro club!!

Dylan Li: CK- my brother from another mother, there’s 
too much to say but I just can’t imagine a better person 
right by my side through it all NC- We were robbed of an 
AYSO championship, appreciate you having my back and 
always keeping it real SW- sometimes the curbs, poles, 
and parked cars just hit you right? glad we stopped stay-
ing up till sunrise, don’t forget: the bigger the hoop….. 
TC- everyone’s favorite 3rd partying banana skin, the 
only other person I’d ever trust to drive me AH- baby 
carrot fingers and sweaty palms!! stop forgetting where 
your stuff is KC- horrible lattea addiction and very bad 
comebacks but i guess your kinda smart PF- JAMALLL, 
miss being out on the baseball field with you but your 
gonna kill it in the MLB don’t forget about me when you 
make it AS- it’s always get big szn, the goat qb but you’ll 
always be my son IS- the most goated navigator ever, 
gotta take a road trip just for some fish tacos JL- ayo who 
do you think morgana is? gonna miss vibing in world geo 
and first sem calc SW, KC, RG- the three moms I never 
asked for but got anyways, thanks for always keeping my 
ego in check! CK, NS, NC, TC, AD- dropping 25 kills a round 
on yall every night, where my competition at? LA squad- 
love when the car is almost dead silent cause everyone’s 
just asleep in the back, man yall take forever to get ready 
every morning Gang gang (CK, NC, TC, PF, JL, AS, IS, JG)- 
and finally: the boys... such an honor to have gotten to 
know yall individually. Never a dull moment with such a 
wonderful bunch of dudes. Gonna miss the friday nights 
of Avalon and basketball, but as they say, all good things 
must come to an end. Every single one of you guys are 
amazing in your own unique way and gonna kill it no mat-
ter where life takes yall.

Michelle Lim: Soccer girls- last game doesn’t count #FSU 
love all the mems from ccs sophomore year to red cards 
and 3 game suspensions. JC- thanks for all the math and 
yrbk help, u a real one, I <3 u. RH+KD-ily and our “walks”, 
ice cream>>>, and sus sed hangouts  ER-genuinely FU 
JP- never going golfing again ;), PDA NO TY. Jroom, you 
will not be missed. MW- will miss lang rants, will not miss 
going tho. LY-keep scoring goals better see some bangers 
next season EF-pls take over my crazy tackles but no red 
cards for u ur too nice GG-fruit snacks>>>pre workout. 
stop stalking me. See u never, don’t hit up.

Enoch Luk: IS, AP, CP, BS, TL: scioly really went stonks 
this year under our fantastic leadership. here’s to 4 years 
of note-filled binders and sketchy builds +JH, LC, RS take 
us to nationals next yearrr. NC try to win in dp on ur own 
now loll RK, OY, AS, NM, JH: negging masters. Younger 
scibowl folks I expect a win at SLAC soon. EJ: as badmin-
ton captain it is your duty to bagel your opponents and 
emulate the spirit of the strawberry. Don’t be like Plouch. 
Also you will be joining me on my journey to gold. watch. 
To all my past badminton partners: well it was fun while it 
lasted wasn’t it? *smashes* SoOoOOoo! MN: thanks for 
nurturing my troll side for 4 years AQ: what a guy man, 
we been homies for a loong time (it ain’t last-minute like 
how our favorite teacher posts assignments -_-)  IS: 2 big 
heads still got along well enough, thanks for being a real 
bro by my side JG: what starts on the swings... becomes 
the best duo to ever hit redwood and toga. so much to 
say but it was one awesome ride AL: ‘science olympiad 
practice’ was the time of my life and kept me alive junior 
year lol. I’ll join any SMP with u <3. To those who used 
google hangouts with me when I couldn’t reach social 
media or picked me up when I was down or hyped me up 
when I was up - I won’t forget it and it certainly doesn’t 
end in high school. We’re gonna pop off very soon. Peace.

Sumhitha Malladi: DS/KJ/AZ/AS/AR/LG/FF!!! My buddies!! 
love you guys so so much!! Benthicc invertebrates i miss 
y’all and i really hope we get to go on a trip together 
again sometime,, AT/KJ/CS my anatomy clown school 
hehe ;)),, KD literally my sr yr bestie what would i do this 
year without you??? KJ ty for the constant rides and recs 
and guava jokes :> DS/KD ty for dreaming of a happy life 
on the italian beaches w me :) IK ty for being there to talk 
to hehe,, VG our stats queeen,, IQ hows gov going hehh,, 
AZ my best pal for all 4 yrs i appreciate u sm I LOVE YOU 
GUYS AND IM SO PROUD OF ALL OF YOU <33

Arnav Mangal: KJ+AG+NN- ya’ll been ma homies all these 
years SH- dw i’m still taggin you in everything XVI- thx 
for being the most hype group of brothers <3 PS+MC+IK- 
you guys go hard EL+TH- when we releasing our group 
album? SJ+BC+AZ- most elite physics gang, jafri you beast 
IC+AS+AS+AP- apiam casas 4 life CZ+KC- we better be 
doing asb tennis ahhhh AL+LY- ty for making SO lit DH- sir 
you’ll kill it next year

Sayan Manney: Going to miss everyone, especially the 
guys I played basketball and football with since elemen-
tary school. Thank you for so many early mornings, late 
nights and laughs. We’ll keep in touch. 

Knicoles Meneses: EDC MT RH SL DW CB thanks for the 
best two years of high school even with covid DS ilysm ur 
very pogalicious 

Danielle Moon: AH-the pepper to my vanilla the 2/4 stats 
panic to my 0/4 fate acceptance </3 EL-wae guleochi mol-
laaaaa... here’s to 2d men and toes, dip powder cuticle 
claws, pretending to know twice as u dance to cheer up 
in the ms locker rooms and $20 poop colored air dry clay 
uwu forever my crazy baka EC-wanna go back to the mc-
donalds cheeseburger + kids oreo mcflurry + small fries 
with a side of bullying in the front yard :’( CZ-oh my freeky 
deeky im rotating idcidc *pc crashes bc of ult animation* 
KY-dango i will miss u and ur crazy tomato penne pasta 
scooping skillz. scoop pasta again for me in da near fu-
ture <3 JZ-oh my berd u martha stewart reincarnation. pls 
remember me when u attend culinary school and open up 
michelin star restaurant i will b there. cofefe cake and rich 
shrimp date pls <3 IL-no one else id rather run thru down-
town chicago with in 12 degree weather <3 u will always 
b da sweet to my sour twin snek n boy mission pardner. 
heres to dropping harps like its hot xdxd! TH-HUYUHHHH 
my lil pinterest matcha n aritzia lvr i will forever affiliate 
ur name with aggressive forehead bangs. yea we’re in 
dauntless and have birdy temp tattoos on our collarbones 
what about it SJ-kdrama bae <3 #teamsuho #team-
hanjipyeong #sj #sjplease #sjpleaserespond #sjpleaser-
espondtomy #sjpleaserespondtomytexts #4businessdays 
NC+JL-rip our flight bruh frfr. >:’( jeopardizing social 
anxiety to ask front desk lady a question n for what DL- 
so ur telling me... u dumped then dumped again then 
someone got dumped and u dumped at home after all in 
one day???? dude this guys ok at vball idk u guys should 
check out his hudl highlights anyways so i was having a 
hard time- COOL STORY BRO AYO U SHOULD SEARCH UP 
HARKER VERSUS SARATOGA ON YOUTUBE BK-u must be 
my marco bc when i look down i see u as my other half 
ah hah hah SHINZOU SASAGEYO ayo check out this guy’s 
RINGS THE RINGS BRO THE SNAKE ONE yess queen ok do 
that pose one more time omg fire pls ur such a silly baka

Adithya Nair: Thank you everyone for a great four years!

Nikhil Nair: AK+HG- too many memories to write down. 
it’s been one hell of a ride these last 9 years. I’ll see 
you guys every year when we’re the same age for like a 
week. AN- thanks for being there since day 1 homie. keep 
it real always. AS- been an absolute pleasure watching 
“”Amar”” ball out, from SHS basketball camp to foothill 
clubhouse to March madness. thanks for always having 
my back. IQ- orch buddy! congrats on ur license! (and 
yes i am psychic) AS- you absolute stud. one of the most 
genuine and kindhearted ppl i’ve ever known. next 4 
years gonna be dope asf roomie PS- thanks for being a 
goated neighbor since i moved to saratoga. always gonna 
cherish those days shooting hoops in your driveway and 
talking about our futures AM- BARNIE goat since 4th 
grade orchestra. always someone i can count on to make 
me smile on a bad day. (also other roomie) AG- it’s been 
an honor being your friend the last few years ever since 
vandalberg PE. go kill it in canada mate! (and always 
remember niners own the seahawks) NN- don’t miss me 
too much. good luck on the rest of high school lil bro

Dylan Overby: To my friends (You know who you are), 
can’t believe you guys put up with me so long. glhf

Aindri Patra: KT+CZ+AL+AL+MG+AH+DH+that whole not 
nazi gc ily and thank you for surviving w/me these years. 
i’ll miss spending all our time in the jroom as a non-news 
kid :(( MG+ AL+SG the original flippin four, chaykin squad, 
our kemps card games were awesome (SG and i were the 
best) :)). KT thank you for listening to/suffering through 
my madness/word vomit/political rants/once random 
urge to find loopholes in the legal system. here’s to the 
days of walking home after 6th. ily you’re the best <33. 
JL my junior life savior ily thank you for the physics/calc 
carry ( :)) our lab panic sessions) and for enduring tennis 
w/me since dave’s crazy conditioning. you’re going to kill 
it next year <33. CK+NA+PH have fun w/another year of 
torture lol (i’m sorryy i ditched) and next time let’s not let 
JL order the giant nachos. to SciOly: finally, nice job guys, 
not a bad year? no ahem **fake** medaling at least lol. 
the club’s in good hands and yall are gonna do awesome, 
good luckkk! :)) to S&D: let’s keep extemp alive as talking 
political drama (newsom, guilfoyle, junior??) and ranting 
about the electoral college is the best. thank you and 
ilyall! 

Lukas Peng: for everyone that’s been in my life the past 4 
years: I’ll never let go of the memories I’ve made. AJ - ty 
for the deep talks, endless food runs; don’t forget our 
weird inside jokes. ND - I’m going to miss our Friday night 
hangouts and ballin and hot dogs. BC- I’m going to miss 
the bridge, all our art, and all the deep talks we’ve had, 
keep creating the inspirational art and fashion you do. JL 
-  ty for all the great memories since 7th grade, from the 
late night bike rides like lunatics to the more chill talks 
about life at 7-11 and the golden gate, gonna cherish our 
memories together. AZ+CZ+MK - the late night valorant 
prodigies will continue to reign supreme, lmk when you 
need me to bottom frag, AZ+PF-all the football plays we 
ran should’ve gotten us to the NFL. AZ - ty for the biking 
trips, Hasan and Bernie jokes, sending me pictures of car-
amel, and ty for not throwing ur shoe at me. also, please 
remove “poggers” from your vocabulary. MK - keep 
dominating water polo and keep dropping time on your 

On Monkeys: 
“Qrious George”
–Manasi Garg

On Naps: 
“The best and only way to 
get through a Zoom day.”
–Neeti Badve

On Online APUSH 
exams: 
“The fastest Wikipedia 
reading I’ve ever done.”
–Riya Jain

On Period 7: 
“Janny making you do 
jumping jacks when you’re 
half asleep.”
–Francesca Fernandes
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pokemon speedrun. DO - ty for all the good memories 
thru our years. NB -  ty for the memories since day one 
and always managing to put a smile on my face. FF - ty for 
being my reading buddy and i hope your psycho love for 
sci fi never dies. AP - ty for the biking trips and memories 
from engineering. KC+IL+NC - i love you ty for the crazy 
weird memories. AG - ty for the e11 memories and all the 
deep talks we’ve had. LO - ty for the college guidance. AX 
- being the best driver in the country. TMB+BF+TY - ty for 
the swim memories.

Grant Petters: Living the rest of my life for you LB

Alyssa Pinai: MB- ily ily ily :) ty for sitting next to me 
in journ and watching frens wit me we should tie our 
shoes together again pinks! mr.quackers! puddles! eddie! 
beary! no leaving burrito blankie smoooch booop ta 
daaaaa federer is better who do u think u are I AM >:( 
alyssa hairs all over everywhere nap time cottage+ottor 
pleaseeee bbv<3 AH+EH-scooooter date! hide yo honeys! 
jumping fear tennis bbs-MS+VL+JP plus eli forever ily 
ML-ty for listening to my rants and struggling through 
apes+yrbook+late nite crying AH- time to go back to bud-
da bear and go on walks wit merlin bambi! yea im sweaty 
sorry for always throwing u in the fire lady archie 400? 
800??? its time to see a different movie-the damage is 
done we need to go on a select day date with sandy and 
kelly MATCHA ICE CREAM U + ME RN furious 40??? nah 

Anthony Qin: ok so this is a redo cuz apparently this 
“senior will” isn’t a will for how to distribute my posses-
sions after my death (sorry AW i was gonna leave u my 
used tissues); instead, this is a will for how i choose to 
distribute my gratitude from the past three (wait four?) 
years of my life. AW (it) IS OK (sorry i saw the initials go 
together and had to make smth out of it) - thanks for be-
ing my closest and realest homies for most of my life (and 
unnecessary anthony slander) AF - thanks for sticking 
with me for the past year and more, ilysm and im so lucky 
to have you <3 IS AW OK RY ML - fastastic falcons was 
legendary, this group will do great things RK OY - some 
big brained people, excited to see what u guys do (and 
beat u at the big game) AL MG - legendary bedwars team 
we actually cracked 15+ winstreak EL - hi hubby thanks for 
(short) good badminton times and get better at mc at ct 
RW - ETERNAL TRUCE i still rmbr that from middle school 
;) gl with everything! FL - always fun to talk with you and 
play bball, let’s play some more this summer! SAXES - stay 
saxy, thanks for being the best and chillest section for 
the past 4 years, i love u guys and i’ll def visit ;) JK - bro 
go kill it and take me out to dinner on wall street or smth 
lmao AM JY - y’all graduated but i’m not finishing this w/o 
mentioning u guys for being there for me too, we made 
some great memories together and it’s always fun to talk 
and joke around with u guys <3 County Squad - hey y’all 
made it! u guys made the last few moments of hs worth-
while, and i’m so glad i met u at the final all-state :) JS MB 
TH SC - honestly the best mentors i could ever ask for and 
i’m honestly so lucky to have you as teachers, thank you 
<3 thank u to every person who made my hs experience 
even just a little bit better; i’ve met some amazing people 
here. also if u’ve read to this point thanks for caring 
about what i have to say lol, i appreciate u too <3

Divya Sarkar: AR+SM+AS+LS+KS+FF+AM - thx for making 
these past 4 years amazing; KM - ilysm ur very pogali-
cious; AM - ur the best wusband; MAP fam - thx for all of 

the laughs & fun memories; Catalina squad - I miss the fun 
we had on the trip & singing on the ferry ride; B-words™ - 
had so much fun getting boba with ya’ll; SZ - thx for being 
my calc buddy lol; CS+EC+LW+DW - thx for being the best 
neighbors and making carpool so much fun; LOVE YOU 
GUYS SO MUCH AND WILL MISS YOU A LOT!!! 

Ananya Sekharan: These past 4 years have been the best 
years of my life! Thank you for the memories, especially 
to my best-friends. SP,AZ,KJ,AC,AS,RP,SM,DS,AR(miss 
you), LG,FF, SZ, you know who you are:) Ik you guys are 
going to kill it wherever your future leads, but promise 
we still will be friends forever. I have known all of you 
guys since middle school, and I have such a hard time 
imagining the next years without you. Thank you guys for 
sticking with me all these years with me falling 24/7 and 
accepting my weirdness. I’m going to miss our drives, our 
HIGHS and LOWS, eating adventures, late night facetime 
calls and messing around in class. IIy guys soooo much! I 
will miss you guys like crazy <333. 

Neil Shah: Shoutout to all my boys, MC KJ AD KC AR 
AP AS NC IL AS SM AG PS NN AB, it’s been a wild ride....
shoutout debate squad AS RP NC SS....to my boys NC DL 
CK TC for always staying up late to grind some ‘nite...and 
finally MC for being my part-time Uber driver but full-time 
best friend 

Proby Shandilya: Browntown - boba runs, ball at KMP 
and Beauchamps, skyline drives, it’s been fun ICAC - best 
club on campus, this year’s BNB was so fun and I can’t 
wait to see what y’all do in the coming years AMD XVI - 
greatest AMD ever, but more importantly grateful for all 
the memories with you all IG - it’s been a crazy four years 
but you’ve been there through it all, thanks for being the 
realest person out there MC - so many fun adventures 
since the Argonaut days and so many more to come in 
the future SM - I’ll never forget the first time I met you 
wearing the Miami Heat hoodie at Argo, and since then 
you’ve been a day one homie KJ - too much to fit in one 
line but you know how much I appreciate you, excited 
for lit times on the east coast AG - you’re truly one of the 
nicest dudes I’ve ever met, from SF to Lang this past year 
has been a blast and you better visit me in NYC NC - pls 
remember me when u become world famous as the best 
gamer in the nation NS - from debate to muxing and bnb 
its been fun man, can’t wait to see u go TikTok famous 
one day NN - best neighbor a guy can ask for, kill it at 
Wisconsin NB - I’ll miss bonding over Bollywood with you, 
always remember that Sonu is the greatest AJ - nothing 
will ever beat 2am Denny’s French toast IK^2 - pls con-
tinue doing Bhangra in LA, excited to see the great things 
both of you do at USC AB - Lakers for life AD - soccer god, 
never stop eating Panda

Tushar Shrivastav: AK+GJ+AA+AV+AN+HG - my padawans 

Jessica Song: entirety of toga- every single one of you is 
amazing and you have/will done/do great, yes you who 
didn’t think this was for you!! MN+NL- me-me cheche 
psypsy <3 see yall in socal MN+KH+SC- sci building squad 
<3 MN- thanks for being the best buddy+xiangpi. i look 
forward to going off topic for hours and solving each 
other’s problems in college- and we will ride beijing 
subway together someday. NL- the laojiejie to my sica-
maknae, the 3 to my 4399, the liying to my songsongnin. 
we bushou but pei <3 thx for the chat history longer than 
my essays KH- icrieveryday thx for the 4yrs <333 amazing 
bday surprises, hide-and-seek, and tearing up through 
laughing about the most RANDOM things. stan svt() MC- 
ily i wish you all the best in college and that you will be 
really happy wherever you are. NC- ur not gonna see this 
slkjdfsf my best wishes to u for the future wherever you 
are. JL- stop staying up until 3am don’t kill urself qieqiezai  
CH+ML- my favorite esl people <33  LS+GW- i have to say 
thank you for time @tabbb (and unspoken) BAYCSC- ily u 
guys are amazing <333”

Isaac Sun: JG+AQ+MW- you guys are my day ones. my 
best friends. I would take a bullet for you and give a 
kidney :) Thanks for always having my back through thick 
and thin. JG, AS,CK,TC,NO- basketball has been one hell 

of a ride. Lets run it back. JG, AS,CK,TC, NC, JL, PF, DL- my 
homies, my squad. Our group dynamic is literally immacu-
late and nothing beats it. Thank you so much for all the 
great memories from secret santa to our homie’s double 
fails :)) KC- messenger emojis are lame :)) but looking for-
wards to many nice dinners and late night views at NYC 
:)) dw i can always ship jackets if it gets cold!! Plus your 
fits will always be on point then :)) NC— my homeboy, 
my missed opportunity roommate,  i’ll visit you in LA and 
we can have some yummy eats together. Keep in touch 
or im gonna have to beat you up again. This superficial 
line is mostly done for equality but also just to poke fun 
at my favorite twins :)) FF,SJ - HOMIESS SQUADDD. Rip 
going to school in chicago :( but we’ll live through shan 
and I know we’ll stay in touch and never be able to have 
group calls. KT-you ground me. Keep me humble. But 
most importantly keep me sane and always in check. 
Thank you so much for strapping me on your back and 
carrying me through hs lmfao and we gotta link up in col-
lege. AW, OK, ML, AQ— we’ll always be timeless. AC, WF, 
VL, MW— you guys are close friends I can tell anything 
to. I appreciate every one of our chats and spending time 
with y’all is always the best. Also the carries are dope! 
NC+JL- jun’s van is cool. EL+AP scioly seniors unite :)) WS, 
BL, CL— kick ass next year whether it’s in the classroom, 
on the court, or at our weird ass family gatherings in 
which I won’t be apart of :( To the class of 2025, thank 
you for making my last four years memorable. 

Leslie Sun: JG+VL+WY+IS- ty for 6-7 years of poorly 
planned hangouts & school lunches and more to come. 
BC+ER+SJ+DS+VL- the most random group ive ever been 
part of but yall saved my quarantine life fr JZ+IS+JG+MJ- 
rip cafe gang, i will never cut bagels the same again KY- I 
missed u in highschool girl, I think we knew we’d drift 
eventually, but u alr know u can still hmu if u murder 
someone one day dw NC- finish jjba already wtf 

Oliver Sun: RH - Ty for being a real one, glad we recon-
nected AW - I miss chemistry class back rubs, ty for being 
a good dude and friend WY - ur a clown but ur MY clown 
<3 JL - follow his insta @cloutforkids and his twitch.tv/
confluxi JC - ur a hilarious dude and good video editor, 
I know you’ll do well wherever you end up AX - ur such 
a dork but u a real homie bro SJ - sometimes you make 
me go ??? but in the end ur a good friend BK - miss the 
workout sessions and u were one of my inspirations for 
weight loss. Ty for always being cool

Lauren Tan: KC + SW + RG - i luv u guys so much AZ - best 
senior vp and friend ever AC - fav junior ever i love our 
late night drives CD - my #1 partner in crime AT - best 
sister in the world 

Kaitlyn Tsai: EIC GANG- the most talented, powerful 
people i know, ily all sososo much <333 i literally couldn’t 
have gotten through news this year without you guys 
(special shoutout to AH for being the most amazing, 
powerful p1 eic!! and RK for ur big wrinkly brain that’s al-
ways solving our problems! and MG for ur amazing ideas!) 
IS - wow finally my back gets a break from carrying you ;) 
issok you compensated by manifesting the big h for me 
and you’re the king of finesse so it doesn’t matter LOL 
but tyty for all the good mems starting from 7th grade! 
we’ll hang over the summer for once i promise, and come 
visit me bc cambridge/boston > evanston/chicago hehe 
AP - sm love for you ahh please please keep coming to me 
to rant about life + politics and send me more double-
jeopardy hypotheticals <33 MG - the noel to my cody B) ty 
for bringing out the absolute worst, most chaotic energy 
in me (never forget the iconic badminton days) and for 
being my news/english buddy! let’s keep crying over 
books even 3000+ miles away from each other okok? 
WF - tytyty for the stats and smag carry this year and for 

On Quizlet: 
“Ctrl+F, Ctrl+C, Ctrl+V”
–Audrey Lee

On School Spirit: 
“It all went downhill from 
freshman year.”
–Emily Choi

On TikTok: 
“It has brainwashed the 
masses.”
–Cynthia Zhang
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a real one since first grade?? come escape to boston so 
we can explore all the food and boba places CZ - can’t 
believe we’ve gone through 3 graduations together :’) 
ilysssm u big brain woman and best news ed <3 SG - best 
co-SS ed and associate ed! been so great working w 
you :’) NB - best op ed and comedic relief sophomore 
year news! sunshine award winner indeed NM - i miss 
spending 8+ hrs a day with you omg ty for keeping me 
sane in lang this year and literally never failing to make 
me laugh AL - physics reg <3 ty for all the laughs and rants 
since freshman year! AT - creative writing was so fun w 
you keep sending me your artsy fartsy things pls ur so 
amazing NL+HV+SS+AC+rest of the MT team - my mock 
trial babies!! soso amazing to see how you’ve grown this 
year i trust y’all to build on my legacy :) keep me updated 
on how everything goes! AY+SR+rest of ARTF - keep up 
everything we’ve built + more :) AY+AC+AN+JZ+next 
falcon staffers: aaa im so so proud of each of you and i re-
ally wish i could stay in news for another year just to work 
with you all. take the falcon to new heights! 

Alekhya Vadlakonda: CS, IK, NM, AT, ER- concrete circles 
ilysm thanks for all the fun times <33; AS, SK, SA- ty for 
keeping wistem awesome, y’all are gonna do wonder-
ful things; SJ, LT, AM- nhs was amazing tysm; NM- our 
section was legendary, we did it! tysm for everything <3; 
AZ, EC, MW, JL- newspaper gang i’ll miss you; LS- go kill it 
next year I’m so proud of you

Juan Vintimilla: EH- congrats to us (the grads) ig 

Urmila Vudali: BuzzBuzz!! i love you guys so darn much 
tysm for getting me through 4 years! I’m so proud of us 
and we are gonna kill it in college <3 - GH and ND ily guys 
ur my fave juniors!! - SJ I’m so grateful for you! I can’t 
believe that we’ve been together since middle school! So 
proud of you and thank you for being such an amazing 
friend <3 - TH and NM SOS has been a blast w u two this 
year! - CZ u have been my therapist this past year and 
Ilysm! also love u for watching wandavision w me - LP ty 
fr putting up w me in chem h and have fun w ur squirrel 
dog - MW aaaaah tb to us being the most iconic NH3 
molecule ily!!! - IK ur my fave twin aha ur such an amazing 
friend and I’ll miss u next year neighbor - RG hey apes 
buddy! I’ll miss u and Mrs. T making fun of me ilysm! - JC 
bday bud!! ur the sweetest person ever and I’m so glad 
I’ve had you w me these past 4 years! - Special special ty 
to AZ for being w me all this time! ily neighbor and idk 
how i’m gonna survive without u next year (separation 
anxiety probs) - and TJ remember freshman guard lol.. I 
can’t believe we are gonna be living together for the next 
four years woohoo!!

Adithya Vuruputoor: GNAGboyz y’all gonna kill it where 
ever we end up, AS, we’ll totally keep chatting this sum-
mer lol, AN and G keep chillin on the Vibe bros, AA keep 
posting tiktoks in chat, IC stay classy, AP keep watching 
that Anime, HG you too keep vibing, AK maintain that fe-
verish cricket fandom, and TS keep playing PI games, and 
other games in general and give me some recommenda-
tions my guy, We’ll all hopefully keep in touch, thx for the 
great 4 years y’all, #RIP POGO.

Sarah Wang: KC - bsf holy idk what i’d do w/o u, bath-
room walks lattea runs schedule fights (it’s scary how 

well u read my moods) we gonna kill it in NY ~weekly cof-
fee meetups!~ love u more than u know; RG - WIFEY same 
wavelength bruv ever since surviving the griggster, can’t 
wait to vibe to our lit playlist & check more ssss bucket 
items, we gotta take more walks ok + ima miss u lots pls 
call me everyday i aspire to be u; LT - gg laurennn literal 
day one tbt drawing mazes in dovala + THE TOASTER 
LMAO + ilysm i live for ur crazy energy & life updates, ur 
the strongest person ik <3; DL - fav comedian & driver, 
thanks for the jokes + mems + terrible advice, keep that 
ego in check!; TC - work calls + deep talks + song recs >>>; 
KC+DL+TC - roast kept me sane :) love vibing in the car w 
KC+TC (*cough DL cough*); PF+JL - rooftop buds! rly so 
unlucky but ily guys; IS - ima miss ur deep life questions, 
best gov thruple, bs friends >>; AS - bro ur amazing also 
that VOICE stop being so humble; NC - lesser twin :) 
jk ur cool best sat bud + rant seshes; JZ - my fav child i 
wouldn’t have survived ivymax w/o u; IS+CK+NC+NS - nhd 
was wild…; KC+AG+LT - brown x asian town collab adven-
tures leggooo; FF+PZ+CH+AM+SL+OS+AS+TZ+CL - drama 
fam for life, yall are gonna do amazing things <3

Aaron Wong: knew I’d make it but never like this! ;-; JC- 
LITERAL day 1, thx for sticking w me through 10(!!) years, 
ily man and hopefully I get a desktop to myself some day 
lol; AQ- daily inspiration and pain in the :o, keep being 
the amazing you, ik you’ll absolutely kill it in everything 
you do; IS- ur my hottest friend thank god im not going 
to school w you, ur charisma and hard work show in 
everything you do; OK- rakmooo; RK- gotta shout you 
out for the carry in literally every class :D <3; SJ- haha 
sup idiot :); MJ- gl w senior year! try not to go crazy and 
keep in touch, you have a massive heart and will go far; 
WY- rawrmeowpurr = ^.w.^= 4 more yrs bb; AW- hang in 
there and don’t let the pressure get to you, you have the 
capacity to be the best out of us; QRTs- thanks for making 
quarantine an absolute banger; clarigang- you’ll all be my 
favorite goons, thanks for the amazing 4 years I’ll cherish 
them forever, keep fsu; to all my amazing friends and 
teachers: thank you. I know I wasn’t able to list everyone, 
but everyone I’ve had the pleasure of meeting in this 
school has shaped me for the better. thank you for the 
memories and don’t forget me when you’re famous!!

Michelle Wu: KC- ty for everything ily forever will 
continue sending 324389 snap videos when we’re on 
opposite sides of the country but go kill it at columbia 
queen TC- one of my best friends even though i haven’t 
known you for that long it feels like i’ve known you 
forever ty for driving sunday squad everywhere :) PF- still 
need a nickname but gonna miss hanging w sunday squad 
you’re still the worst driver BC- we broke together <3 SL- 
my day 1 from reading in the library to complaining abt 
the 100breast and every practice i’ll miss you (& tobes) 
every single day :) keep slaying the 2IM queen & ty for 
the most memorable senior night ever 4ever grateful for 
you JC- angel cronchi bb i love you (& seal boy) more than 
anything you deserve the world hehe will certainly visit 
my talented queen in chicago when our breaks align ;)) 
but for now keep taking our breath away with your skills 
& beauty ofc TJ- my AI QUEEN!! we’ve been through it all 
iykwim and imma miss you so much would insert a huge 
thumbs up here for you if i could ;) LP- LUKAIS! wish we 
could swim & cheer together again will miss your weird 
noises :’) SJ- literally saved my life LMAO ty for putting up 
w me & making swim the best it could possibly be :) don’t 
forget “ms. thomson the wind blew the door down” and 
“speedy quick” bc i never will hehe love u always GS, 
ZT- swim squaddd ty for the best szn hands-down miss 
it every day <33 UV, AZ- loved being hydrogen atoms w 
you guys and making mole cookies for that chem h EC 
yuhh ilygsm AZ- couldn’t have made it this far without 
you #bars hehe a decade and counting ily LY- fuzzy dud! 
can’t wait to see all the amazing things you accomplish 
AC- ty for suffering through physics w me literally would 
have perished without you and your big brain go kill it at 
cmu <3 fr though fts ;) IS- sunnyyy from dls to cs (hey that 
rhymes) ty for always offering the best advice, being the 
best listener to all my problems & suffering through all 
the projects w me btw can i just say you’re sooo decisive 
IQ- emmanuel my love you’re the kindest soul ty for 
always hyping me up in español LMAO DW- for being the 
most supportive even during my worst will miss you but 

call me anytime :) swim team- ty for all the unforgettable 
mems ily all so so much BENEFIT- so proud of all of us this 
year you’re all so amazing and talented so much love for 
this team & our work <3

Ryan Wu: AQ- eternal truce! No kidding, it’s eternal. 
VL- Let’s play more in the future! JL- We should hang out 
more! OK - Clash buddies? WY- Keep up the grind! WL- Ty 
for always being there for me! FL- ur thought process is 
always interesting to hear! IC-  I forgive u c: PK- Become a 
viola god lol || ty for 4+ years!

Andrew Xiao: JL - high, how r u, hope the army goes well, 
hopefully Kim will be treating you alright.  Wish you the 
best at UIUC, feel like a flower is in order but u can ask 
a Rose for that. Anyways cya at Juana’s Marriage soon, 
think its gonna be at the Zone at 9 MB - X&B Law firm aint 
going away, Call my Agent to get ahold of me, I think he’s 
kinda Orange tho.  #FreeKaiserWilhelm RH - To be blunt, 
i think you need to go to church immediately. Report to 
St. Andrew’s ASAP. If we’re a bit early, I think theres a 
tent somewhere for that  AR -careful man, remember not 
to go out of the city, or wait, just careful in the city too 
AA - aye tell ur parents im out running and I need some 
water, trade you a rose for that  OS - okay lets start at the 
Basis of our friendship, make sure to be Independent, but 
come back to the Silicon Valley AZ -  God you were such 
an awful lab partner, but def a better partner for me. I’d 
tell you to go to hell, but I’d still make sure you get there 
safely. Thanks for being there with me, from Nigeria 
falls to other High Times. Also hey doc, make sure I get 
that friends and family discount when I wolf down some 
chicken bones or something. Anyways just like my aller-
gies, you take my breath away, and unlike them, u better 
not just be there seasonally, and as always, love you :)

Oliver Ye: Woo DL- ty for being the only person in our 
grade to play on varsity w/ me since freshman year 
SB+AT+KD- ya’ll gotta bring some CCS wins for AH+CZ- 
those late night FBLA grinds were the highlight of my 
sophomore year still sad we never did NETWORKING 
CONCEPTS AH- TY for being my falcon coeditor and run 
buddy for a short while!!! You’re an epic human bean 
RK+AL+AZ- can we bully Rohan in our next 4 person 
chess match pls RK+JH+NM+AX- ty for an epic 4 years of 
science bowl you boyz gotta beat Harker and Lynbrook 
and snatch that #1 TY- you were the first friend I met 
at SHS vvvvglad we met :D RK+TY+AZ+AL+SM- Oliver’s 
Onomatopoedic Obstetricians.

Samantha Yee: Lab Rats- grab your friends and take your 
socks off SZ- tma is a podcast. distortion love club AC- 
college decision season buddies :^) AM+MK- you are my 
humans. puts you in a terrarium w farm juice and takes 
you across the country w me

William Yin: QRT(AW+JL+OS+RH+JC)-FMK AW-excited 
for 4 more JL-norma type beat OS-u weirdo RH-im 
not jealous JC-ty for abyss guidance IS-never forget 
the mc pole AQ-no i dont wanna play bedwars rn 
#imagine/shoeman(JG+MG+AH)-ily all JG-proud to 
have spent MS/HS w u MG-queen material AH-forever 
grateful for your electricity RK-ty for the carry CZ-u2 
ty for the carry LS-weathering with zzz VL-work on 
your grammar DE(JL+JL+LP+IL+FL+RW)-best time of 

On World Geo: 
“Never knew I could sleep 
upright.”
–Nitya Marimuthu

On Xfinity: 
“Coverage everywhere 
but it doesn’t work.” 
– Shama Gupta

On Yim: 
“I escaped.” 
– Allison Hartley

On Vans: 
“Don’t get in the white 
ones even if they claim 
free candy.”
–Cynthia Zhang
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the day JL-thankful for the many songs JL-LOL&DE 
<3 LP-robotics+DE were amazing w u IL-wnba? FL-DE 
genius RW-ty for the j-song bangers AN+NO+CP-betz 
MZ+BK+AR+SK+WS+BY+AH+AH+AP-never forget the t&f 
memories

Kaitlyn Yu: Krabs: If I didn’t have you guys to hangout 
with I feel like I would’ve been bored out of mind in this 
quarantine. I genuinely appreciate you both for making 
me a better person (meh), and making me laugh end-
lessly every time we sit in each other’s cars and chill until 
1 am. Thank you Larry the Lobster for letting me use your 
bathroom but you suck for getting Fun Dip in my car. 
Stewie you are a #prodriver, a #proembellisher, and a 
#poop. We’ve seen almost every side of each other, and 
you guys have also made senior year one of the most 
memorable times of my life.  IL: Wow broski, you’ve seen 
my “gar-bahdge” phase and all of the other phases from 
8th grade until now. You are the first person I’ve experi-
enced legit highschool (sophomore finals and scrambled 
egg throwing) with, and I wouldn’t have wanted to spend 
it with anyone else. Be strong my friend! And if you ever 
have any cake leftover, please give me I your #cakemon-
ster. JL: Hi Kane! Although you didn’t have the bestest 
seasons in highschool, I will never forget how much of an 
ice in your veins baller you are (that doesn’t make sense 
but just roll with it). You’re literally the strongest (both 
mentally and physically) person I’ve ever met in my life. 
You can still be my 0.00001 best friend because you’re a 
kool kid. You made playing basketball very mucho bear-
able, and made practices and games super fun when we 
sat out being crippled buddies together. Let’s all go on a 
walk together! BK: Hi Burnt Potato! We’ve both seen each 
other’s glow ups from 7th grade until now which is pretty 
cool my guy. You’ve been there for me for literally the 
longest time. Even though you didn’t listen to me for the 
longest time and were a piece of poop, we still became 
best friends again in the end. I hope we never have to 
take another Physics or History class ever again because 
that stuff blows. EL & DM: You both are the real cool 
people, super duper funny, and I really enjoyed our time 
together and all our boba runs together.  AH: Hey cutie, 
are you from Tennessee because you’re the only ten I see! 
I would not have survived Chinese or any other math class 
without having you make me laugh at literally anything. 
TH & SJ: You both are complete opposites of each other 
but are both really kind and are very loud individuals. You 
guys do you! AT: You’re queen who has a bad b energy 
will never cease to amaze me. I hope you have a fun time 
playing basketball even with your knee injury.  NM: Don’t 
get a sprained ankle by walking again my guy. You and a 
few others were the only reasons why I actually had fun 
in basketball. I hope you find a mans that’s worthy of 
your awesomeness.

Shauna Zahabi: omg thanks to my map gang for making 
things bearable this year AC AS TMB ER + thx RH for 
sending me physics notes wen i slept in lol + heres ur last 
oof AZ + ty for the hikes and adventures over the years 
JV + CS NM ty for making sure i dont burn the house 
down wen i try tasty recipies + IK from hq to mario kart 
thanks for it all bud + MM MH AT ty for the hangs and 
the groupchat shenanigans + BC dude idek where to 
start but uve been thru it all w me so ty for making this 
interesting so i can live vicariously thru u (and also giving 
me a reason to go to softball) + AM DY things have been 
wild but i honestly dont think anything will top the time 
i drove with the cake on top of the car (even tho there 
was no top rip) and somehow it was all fine + so ty for the 
memories yall r the best <3

Aliza Zaman: Buzz buzz squad really did glow up together 
love love love you guys UV, TJ, IK, JC. Hotdog renegade 

UV, ND, GH I literally am in love with you all ty for hyping 
me up and spending countless days together. mmmmhey! 
Biker gang & neighborhood squad y’all are my rocks (RG, 
IK, UV). Thank you CZ for your insane plays (girls get 
it done), LP for your bottom frag, and MK for your big 
brain; we will one day become pros and win millions. 
LT ily take my heart you absolute queen. CZ we still need 
to water ballon KC (love you). CZ ty for encouraging 
my random urges, let’s become CEOs. KC I will always 
remember how funny you are (“this is so illegal”).  MW 
skater gangg (ily)! AG, WF i will always win codenames 
no question. 
PF i will never be mad at you OKAY, thank you for enjoy-
ing my cookies. LP get a cat already (oh, wait) and I WILL 
miss you (and your car, Meredith). Finally ty again bestie 
UV you are a literal human sunshine.

Cynthia Zhang: iraq: PETER STEWIE LOUIS eat a bunch of 
food together and poop. mostly peter. we are rasputin 
gods. also someone needs to take the karaoke mic away 
from louis #safety IL: a pineapple speaks a thousand 
words...see u in the bad place- i mean ookla, izafizaz, 
i may need u to send over a grandma suitcase so i can 
send you my college homework. im still thinking about 
that big wet juicy deadly horrendous toxin inducing fart 
that i could physically feel on my face KY: the og bully, 
I think we both developed personalities out of it. keep 
eating fat slabs of lunch meat and pooping your heart 
out, my friend. EC: bottom of hamburger, u are no longer 
a little bech, eeeeh <— that’s the weird sound you make, 
pepe#3. now clean my car. DL: the best vp, i will miss 
crawling in and falling out of your tiny car, i hope we both 
fix our sleep schedule in college th: i am honored to have 
knighted you as tubby, go oranges! DM: freeekadeekaaay 
SJ: get some sleep, we both need it. ASB  (EL + KC + DH + 
AM): a challenging year but I wouldn’t have done it with 
anyone else SJC: eye opening discussions with the best 
people— i’ll never forget AH: what a weird goofy ride. 
couldn’t have asked for a better sjc copres and def best 
fbla pres LOL valo prodigies: IS IT TIME, MY FRIENDS? LP: 
go get women some rights ok? MK: the smartest, most 
poetic, omen i know. keep carrying wopo! CG: idc if it’s 
when we are 90, we will complete our asian bucket list ck:  
SS: i’ll always envision sandwiches when i think of lunch 
now soccer fam: sorry for dipping my last year but thank 
you for the memories I will never remember KC: i will 
always start our texts with “katie” bc it scares you, ty for 
being the best vp/treasurer  PF: spronkssss! even though i 
slept through most classes, i’ll cherish our time at jennifer 
UV: i can’t wait to watch moris grow up. ur teeth broke 
the day i wrote this HAHA GO: ty for counting my concus-
sions for me, carrying me in rush, and being my pepe#2. 
let’s come back one day and roll on the upper field NM: 
jimothy HEHE remember how we hated each other when 
we first met in 6th? and now i ask u political/stupid/BRIL-
LIANT questions MW: when u see this, send me a sc video 
vlog ND: waiting on that midnight asian food flavortown 
restaurant/popup GH: ur mom, as i write this i envisioned 
a banana and got sleepy BK: OUR SC CONVOS&UR FIT-
NESS STORIES>>> jco(az+kc+dl+ck): productive jco!! ahah 
but fr that would’ve been a legendary jprom ap: i better 
see you&the relatives next year !1! KW: keep texting me 
your “insights” abt leadership next year if ya know what 
i mean(: i will never forget tea era jc: always squishin 
my cheeks is: tuba at northwestern/i’ll miss our talks in 
pickett/sorry for being mean in avina LOL AZ: “hiHIOKAYL
ETSPLAY””HELLOIMCONING2MIN” “YESSS” “CYNTHIA-
COMEBACKCYNTHIAEPLRSDEPELAREplease” <— quality 
convo. i will miss u To everyone who I’ve crossed paths 
with these past four years, thank you for the memories 
of a lifetime. 

Jessie Zhou: NM: favorite Russian boy! I love screaming 
bit across the hall and covfefe trips love u take me to your 
best friends house and send me Wisconsin cheese on my 
birthday DM: can’t believe I was intimidated by you wow 
but orch buddies for 6 years :’) ur my photoshoot hype-
woman I always bring u coffee keke IL: colonial apple pie 
:3 sticking with me since 8th grade core I love you bowls 
SJ: oops I ditched u on swim but love you still 2/3 of the 
gal pals still here! Hit me up for tofu stew EC: m glad I 
could be ur personal swim coach but no more Maddie 

pics. TH: still planning on bringing u a grilled cheesy at 
grad ;) EL: from dovala to Thomson to NHD to now! KY: 
second generation of friendship hehe love ur advice AH: 
tbt to fourth grade!! a real one since 2012 
CZ: love you pepe. Thanks for chiropractor and pubg and 
silent call and mc. Hope I can make you taro one more 
time OY: 3 am hamlet essay?? Skipping first?? Good times 
dragging you on runs... ;)) JG: thanks for pepe stickers xd 
but I still can’t spin a pen or play chess JV: fav barista and 
orch buddy!! Send yerbas my way PF: still can’t believe I 
made your whole APES project in one period of chem. AT 
+ EB: stay cute and T pose for hugs!! TW: ill miss stooping 
down to hug ur ankles ty for carrying in math :’) AY: a 
QUALITY cs partner I promise I’ll watch ur anime recs 
Cafe Gang: we still gotta get bagels one last time I’ll miss 
messing around at church with y’all!! Distance Team: I’ll 
miss you all thanks for a painful but very high quality 
three years :’)

Amanda Zhu: KJ - hey fwoggy call me whenever for chur-
ro runs! i’ll visit u in ur dreams at oregon. thanks for being 
there for me thru everything, ur parking is truly spectacu-
lar AS - im looking forward to more closet reunions. how’s 
mary doing? AA - hi almond u still owe me a belvita. i hope 
ur wifis doing ok but im gonna keep writing my fictional 
stories, hbu? IQ - hey, had any bbq chips lately? thanks 
for always reporting about my wifi to all my teachers 
SM - my partner in crime. america singer got nothing on 
us. SP - hahaha ur soooo funny CATALINA FAM - i love all 
u benthiccs very much WF - hi best photog!! what dance 
do u wanna learn next? MW - my ride or die for 13 years. 
ill visit u in washington but what do u think ab restarting 
successful bars.slime business again?? JZ (reported 2 sus 
girls on park trail?) + JL (wouldn’t have made it through 
music and math both years without you) + CK (i expect 
every selfie to be from highest angle possible) + LY (music 
thoery is great!) - can’t wait to see u guys kill senior year! 
SJ - u know no food is allowed in euro right… anyway 
when is optimal ig posting time? wifey <3 JG - do it for the 
aesthetic. JC - never stop sending me food pics okay? HL - 
kinda wish we actually got lost at catalina so we wouldn’t 
have to deal with 5 anymore. AC - we r newspaper 
dream team ;) news gang: ty for 4 years of unforgettable 
memories GT - here’s to not knowing what page we’re 
on. ever. AV - my momther since middle school. couldn’t 
have made it without u <3 tennis bbs - im gonna miss u 
all mucho!! tell flo i said hi and don’t forget ab me when i 
come back to visit FF + AR + DS + LG - thanks for putting 
up w me and my 37 point slideshows. hit k… not j… AX 
- you’re my person. thank u for being there for me every 
step of the way minus three of them. u r a very great 
walking partner so ill bring u flowers oh wait… should i 
bring tissues too? pls drive safer i want to live past 25 but 
that’s gonna be pretty difficult anyway bc im near swim-
ming pools AND chickens. ik u specialize in history but can 
u tutor me in physics too?? i’m v thankful i met u in eighth 
even though u framed me for a felony theft. i love u <3 
que pasa??? #bestievibesonly 

Alan Zu: WL + DS + NT + BA + EL + AV - ty for the awesome 
history bowl experience, really learned a lot from you 
guys go beat the other teams again next year!  newspa-
per ppl- really enjoyed working with you all, proud of the 
chickadee’s new issue PF- enjoyed clowning in calc bc 
with u, hopefully see u at berk :D OY- thx for the OP carry 
last month will edit next year I promise RK + OY + AL- will 
continue carrying my teammate and beating the other 
2 in codenames DL- lmao the parties have gotten even 
more awkward havent they IC- looking forward to con-
tinuing to int/carry ur games AL- you are always so nice 
and always helping out thx so much WF- we should go get 
boba or something in berk :D RK + OY- looking forward to 
being with u peeps in college, maybe taking same classes 
too :0 wopo peeps- lmao enjoyed drowning with u guys 
and suffering during practice get that dub in ccs, bench 
squad DO - TA this year felt weird, hope to dunk u in the 
pool later if we ever swim together RK- looking forward 
to housing with u and ur bro EM- thx so much for the 
opportunity SJ- really liked being with u in english and cs 
lets clown together in minecraft again KC+RH+WF- thx for 
baddie help RK + AL + OY + SM +TY- glad to be with u guys 
for 4 years Council of Awesome Peeps

On Zumdahl: 
“It makes a great 
pillow during AP Chem, 
apparently.” 
– Taesu Yim
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ON HIGH SCHOOL: “I don’t know, I just work here.” – Jonah Noralahi46

A FINAL FALCON SIGNOFF

As we stepped into our roles as your 
EICs last March, shortly after the world shut 
down, we fretted how we could provide the 
best year on staff for you all — for chicka-
dees, how we could offer you the excite-
ment of working in a (semi)professional 
newsroom for the first time; for juniors, how 
we could support you in your new roles; and 
for seniors, how we could give you some 
final fond memories to treasure as we take 
flight from the J-Room.

But as we stressed over guiding you all, 
we overlooked exactly how much joy and 
support you would bring us. 

Chickadees, the amount that you’ve 
grown since our workshop days has as-
tounded us — not just in terms of your 
writing and layout abilities, but in terms of 
how you’ve matured as journalists and criti-
cal thinkers. In a manner well beyond your 

years, you’ve tackled difficult stories rang-
ing from the struggles businesses face in the 
pandemic to the recent school board con-
troversies. It’s been an honor to watch you 
bring those stories to light, especially during 
such an atypical year.

Juniors, you’ve stepped into some of the 
most important roles on staff this year and 
indeed proven yourself indispensable as edi-
tors, writers, copy editors, graphic artists, 
leaders and friends. From catching AP style 
errors for us to making creative and effec-
tive pages, you’ve proven that we can al-
ways rely on you to pull through. You all are 
an incredibly dedicated, reliable, and pow-
erful force, and we know we’re leaving The 
Falcon in good hands.

And last but far from the least, seniors, 
you’ve been our ride-or-dies throughout our 
past three years on staff. Thank you for all 
the no-brain-cell and crying-laughing mo-
ments in the J-Room. Thank you for part-

nering with us on the ambitious stories we 
tackled. Most importantly, thank you for 
continuing to support us this year, pushing 
through high-quality stories and pages, of-
fering us levity during deadline nights and 
reminding us of one of the main reasons 
we’ve poured our souls into The Falcon: your 
companionship and the invaluable memo-
ries that have come with it. 

Volume 61 staff, thank you for being the 
highlight of our final year here. Although this 
year certainly wasn’t the one we wanted to 
give you, the difficulty of it all has only em-
phasized your dedication.

We will always look back on our time with 
you and feel proud to have worked with 
some of the most compassionate, brilliant 
and resilient people on campus. Though we 
may no longer be together in the J-Room — 
physical or virtual — we know that we can 
always find pieces of our second home in all 
of you.

Every class that graduates 
must say goodbye to their first 
homes and their moms, dads 
and siblings. But we also have 
to say goodbye to our second 
home, the J-Room, and our sec-
ond family, you. 

From teaching us the basics 
of InDesign and Illustrator when 
we didn’t know what a pica was 
to sending us off for our first 
profile interviews, you’ve been 
there to troubleshoot our inevi-
table issues. Those J-1 tests were 
some of the hardest we’d take 
in all of high school (take that, 
AP Physics!), but they equipped 
us with all the tools we would 
need. We had a blast writing 
phony breaking news stories, 
but we would soon discover the 
joy of reporting on tough issues 
in our In-Depth stories and nar-
rating hilarious events in our per-
sonal columns.

In sophomore year, you wel-
comed us as chickadees to the 
newspaper family. We had no 
idea what lay ahead, but fortu-
nately, you guided us and pushed 
us further than we thought was 

possible. We experienced the 
terror of calling someone out of 
class and the exhilaration of run-
ning around campus in hopes 
of getting an interesting quote. 
For the first time, we felt more 
like young adults than teenag-
ers; you taught us to focus not 
on grades, but on working as 
a team and sharing impactful 
stories. Although our stories 
weren’t the best when they got 
to you, you had infinite patience, 
a razor-sharp eye and the abil-
ity to bring out the best in every 
one of us. Getting the seal of 
approval — “@tyler/sowc” — 
always felt like winning the Pu-
litzer Prize.

Then, junior year rolled along. 
Now newspaper veterans, we 
moved up in the deadline night 
dinner pecking order, micro-
managed our writers and helped 
chickadees with InDesign. As we 
established ourselves as editors, 
you helped us push out issues 
filled with pages of our own de-
signs and added innumerable 
new ideas to our story discus-
sions. During afternoons in the 
J-Room, we enjoyed fascinating 
conversations with you about 

sports, politics and podcasts. 
With the stress of difficult class-
es and upcoming college apps, 
newspaper became a bright spot 
in our lives, and your grounded-
ness and insights helped tame 
the frenzy. 

As we headed into a cha-
otic final year on The Falcon, 
we almost felt like chickadees 
again, having no idea how to 
lead our staff through an on-
line world. But as always, you 
were there, advising us on the 
different paths we could take, 
drawing our attention to po-
tential problems and drafting 
timelines to keep us on track. 
You always supported our new 
ideas, be it through coordinating 
our website revamp, hyping up 
our newsletters or learning the 
ropes with Discord. You helped 
us keep chickadees from falling 
off the apple cart, continued 
forwarding us news content and 
spent late nights on Discord edit-
ing pages with us. Although we 
wish we could have spent more 
time with you in person during 
our final year on staff, we’re in-
credibly grateful that of all the 
people we could’ve had guide us 

through this year, we had you. 
So, thank you, Mr. Tyler, for 

your mentorship these past four 
years. Even as we say goodbye 
to the home we found in Room 
303, we will always cherish all 
the lessons you’ve imparted on 
us and find inspiration in the 
amount of dedication you’ve 
shown to us and The Falcon.

Love,
Manasi Garg, Allison Hartley, 
Rohan Kumar and Kaitlyn Tsai

Dear Mr. Tyler,

Dear Falcon Staff,
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ON AP LANG: “Where your moral compass starts spinning wildly but you kinda like it.” – Enoch Luk 47
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I’VE NEVER REALLY

— Kaitlyn Tsai

ON DETENTION: “Where I spent most of my sophomore year afternoons.” – Juan Vintimilla48
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